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THE HALL OE MIRRORS
Forms change continuously, but 

the elements of which they are con
stituted preserve their integrity 
throughout with at least a relative 
constancy. These elements are more 
or less noted, their behaviour and 
interactions studied, by the host of 
chemists, biologists and physiologists. 
“ Chemistry and physiology,” writes 
II. P. Blavatsky in her Secret 
Doctrine, “ are the two great magi
cians of the future, who are destined 
to open the eyes of mankind to the 
great physical truths,” She con
tinues (1,636) :

No doubt that the care of analyzing 
and classifying the human being as a 
terrestrial animal may be left to Science, 
which Occultists - of all men -regard 
with veneration and respect. They 
recognize its ground and the wonderful 
work done by it, the progress achieved 
in physiology, and even to a degree in 
biology. But man's inner, spiiilual, 
psychic, or even moral, nature cannot 
be left to the tender mercies of an in
grained materialism ; for not even the 
higher psychological philosophy of the 
West is able, in its present incomplete
ness and tendency towards a decided 
agnosticism, to <;Io justice to the inner ; 
especially to his higher capacities and 

perceptions, and those stales of conscious
ness, across the road to which such 
authorities as Mill draw a strong line, 
saying, “ So far, anti no farther shaft 
thou go."

Thus, the more reflective will, it is 
hoped, feel that there may be indeed 
a close relation between materialistic 
Science and Occultism, which is the 
complement and missing soul of the 
former. But how would our scientific 
specialists and authorities even of 
to-day receive the assertion that 
their " atoms,” etc., belong wholly 
to the domain of me hi-physics, meta
chemistry, meta-biology ? That be
yond and within the field of the 
physical senses is Matter existing in 
s»/n?r-sensuous states states, how
ever, as fully objective to the Inner 
eye ol the Occultist-Scientist as a 
horse or a tree is to the ordinary 
mortal ?

Until very recently indeed, such 
an assertion, whether of Occult 
knowledge itself or of living men in 
possession of it, would have been 
dismissed a prion. Still, as the wise 
Cicero remarked two millenniums ago 
” Time destroys the speculations of 
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men, but it confirms the judgment 
of nature." Despite the devoted as
siduities of the men of modern 
science, its history is not the un
broken record of progress so many 
believe. On the contrary, that record 
registers a long series of failures on 
its own chosen route-- -as testified to 
by the succession of theories alter
nately accepted and discarded in the 
endeavour to explain the very 
mysteries encountered. To-day. 
scientists themselves are willing to 
admit these failures, and a few are 
humble enough to begin looking out
side their self-imposed limitations in 
research and may now be said to be 
" willing to learn," even from sources 
hitherto almost unanimously rejected 
out of hand, and this despite the fact 
that they are still unconsciously 
under the sway of the scientific 
modulus of their caste.

But that modulus itself must 
needs be discarded before modern 
science can become the pupil, and 
Occult science the teacher, in any 
direct sense. The difficulties on 
both sides are great, but not insuper
able. Confining the consideration to 
known facts, it is admitted by Science 
itself that its basis is amoral, its 
methods unrestricted by ethical 
considerations, '1'his i< an approach 
to nature on precisely the same path 
as that of purely animal conscious
ness, the only distinction being that 
the physical and metaphysical equip
ment of the scientist vastly exceeds 
that of the animal. Science disclaims 
responsibility for the results accruing 
from its discoveries and their 
publicity, or for the use made of 
those discoveries once they are 
available to all and sundry. The 
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physical and moral consequences of 
this attitude of mind, not less than 
the policy pursued, have wrought 
appalling havoc to humanity in 
general, and portend a catastrophe of 
immeasurable proportion unless 
checked. Reform, to be really 
ameliorative or effective, has to be 
undertaken in the field of origin of 
these modern plagues of Egypt ■ that 
is to say. in the scientists themselves. 

Over against the attitude, the 
method-, the policy of modern 
science, must be placed what is 
reasonably' certain with respect to the 
ageless true Occultism which i< “the 
same yesterday, to day, and forever." 
The first law. or rule, applicable to 
neophyte and adept alike, is that 
expressed in the Hermetic axiom : 
"To know, to dare, to will, and to 
keep silent." Ail history is evidence 
of the continuous existence of the 
M ystery Schools, and the pa<t two 
centuries afford more than abundant 
testimony of their guarded participa
tion in human affairs. Every Saviour, 
every Hero, every Sage, along with 
the great Humanitarians and many, 
many common men, have been 
member- of these fraternities or 
have been under their inspiration. 
Great as are the mysteries confronting 
science, they are as nothing com
pared to the mystery which envelops 
innumerable characters in human 
history. Every Scripture and Epic, 
every classical philosophy and record, 
bear witness to men " who come, do 
their work, and return" to that 
Xo-Man's-Land beyond the bournes 
of human science, religion, and 
philosophy alike. All bear the same 
sign manual, whatever their station, 
their activities, their utterances.
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They are marked by entire self-con
secration to their ta<k, by mi intense 
and sustaining love for mankind, by 
an inner strength and guidance 
absolutely immune to the influences 
to which even the best of ordinary 
men are more or less subject.

And again, it is evident that the 
magicians of modern science have 
relied fundamentally on such revela
tion of nature as is obtainable 
through the use of the physical series 
only, 'khat inner senses exist in 
every man which, once recognized 
and cultivated, open to clear percep
tion and scientific experiments an 
altogether different, surer and more 
fruitful revelation this has been 
steadily overlooked, derided, denied 
by modern science as a whole. Yet 
all the time that science has been as 
steadily faced with facts inexplicable 
on any other assumption than that 
of the existence in man of a complete 
set of inner faculties, separable in 
part and as a whole from their now 
normal physical as<ocialiom or en- 
tangkmeiW. The mystery here may 
be succinctly Mated in the wonk of 
The S(:nc,' De'fh'iw ill. 119':

The whole issue of I he qwu lei 
between 1 Tic ptofane a nr! the esoteric 
sciences depends upon the belief ite and 
demonstralion of, the existence, of an 
astral body within the physical. the 
tonner independent of the Jafier.

This “ astral body,” by whatever 
names it may be called, is the missing 
link in Western religion as well as 
science, theoretically, practically, and 
actually. Yet it is a “ precision 
instrument ” understood and used for 
countless ages in the Mystery Schools 
- incredible as the assertion may 

appear to those who have not 
troubled even to ascertain and weigh 
in their own scales the accessible 
testimony. Whoever has been at 
pains to do so. knows for himself 
that that testimony is as overwhelm
ing as it is unimpeachable, knows 
lor himself that modern science and 
religion unwittingly add to the 
evidence by a mountain of facts 
which they can no more explain than 
deny which they can only neglect 
or capitalize, however unconsciously.

There arc mysteries of normal 
waking, dreaming, and sleeping 
states, as well as of variations rang
ing all tire way from genius to 
insanity, from individual and collec
tive hallucinations of every descrip
tion, to those deeds and writings we 
call inspired, arising from prophetic 
vision and retrospective insight. All 
these and many more mysterious 
phenomena of life are approachable 
between ” Soul ” and “ Body,” 
belweet! ” Spirit ” and ” Matte!'.'' 
The mysteries of birth, life, death, 
and rebirdi. as of lhe intervening 
stales from death to reincarnation ■ 
these, too. are uitliin (he province of 
the *' astral bodv,” and that Hall of 
Mirrors lhe " astral light.”

The mote f[ie subject is investi
gated, the mom j; becomes under
standable why the great Teachers 
have pm-served the extreme of reti
cence yef the more it becomes an 
fissured conviction that here lies the 
secret of life-and death in every sense. 
But old and time-honoured errors, 
even though they become with every
day mom glaringly self-evident, yet 
guarded as though they were the 
holiest of relics these stand arrayed 
in battle-order, now as in the past. 
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Every fresh truth has to fight its 
way to recognition against the 
forces marshalled by prejudice 
and preconception. The sine qua 
non criterion of Occult science is 
freedom from dogmas of any kind. 
To the extent that any one knows 
anything, he ns an Occultist. To the 
extent that he does not know, does 
not freely admit hw own ignorance, 
does not gladly take the position of 
a learner, to that extent is he no 
Occult 1st, and must remain self
debarred from the Mysteries.

And when, confessedly ignorant in 
a given direction, a man nevertheless 
undertakes to pre>cribe the terms on 
which knowledge may be gained, 
what does he do but condemn him
self to progress by the painful route 
of L' trial and error" ? Among 
ordinarily intelligent and educated 
men such a modulus would be con
sidered appropriate only in the 
savage and the ignoramus would be 
regarded as disqualifying the appli
cant for instruction. Yet, when the 
course of modern science and religion 
is observed in the round, who can 
fail to perceive that this is precisely 
the unwitting attitude maintained 
by many ?

The history of the race is one long 
and woeful recital of the magic and 
magical arts the fommter.s of 
differences and divisions of opinion 
among those who genuinely desire 
to promote the common welfare. 
Such conscious and unconscious 
practises of " Black Magic" are 
confined to no profession or class, no 
creed or country. They abound in all. 
but they all alike belong to one and 
the same dark school, whatever the 
uniform they indifferently don or 

discard. The ignoble art of intelli
gent. trained selfishness must neces
sarily triumph over the misdirected, 
undisciplined, ignorant efforts of 
those between whose "good motives" 
and whose conduct there lies the 
unexplored terrain of " human 
nature,” with its endless admixtures 
of " mental deposits " from the un
recognized and therefore unreckoned 
past of the race and of the individual.

It is against this almost universal 
ignorance and misconception of the 
triune nature of man. of the three
fold Karma of the beginningless 
past and endless future, that the 
Great Teachers and their Disciples 
have to contend in every present 
passing moment. The whole struggle 
may, perhaps, be illustrated in three 
terms of modern chemistry and 
biology- the cell, the crystal, the 
colloid. To grasp the force of the 
illustration, one has but to reflect 
that these represent the two basic 
forms of the organic and inorganic 
kingdoms of the matter our senses 
reveal to us, plus the connecting up- 
or-down link between them. The 
constant and continuous cycle from 
the inanimate to the animate and 
back again, from mineral dust to the 
physical man, and then, in the 
accepted ritual of speech, once more 
" ashes to ashes " this cycle is little 
weighed for its possibilities of dis
closure. even from the purely 
materialistic, let alone the psychic 
point of view.

For one thing, it reveals the cycle 
of transmigration and metempsy
chosis which forms the physical side 
of the mystical teachings in the 
various religions, whatever their 
apparent diversities. For another, 
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it shows that great as arc the dif
ferences among creeds and sects, 
arising from the misuse of the 
psychological senses, they are no 
greater than the warring theories of 
the sciences and scientists that rely 
upon the physical senses. Moreover, 
the too-often savage nature of reli
gious dissensions, as contrasted with 
the amiable mutual contradictions of 
scientific disputation this, too, is 
amenable to an altogether different 
interpretation from that of either 
theology or materialism, or of the 
exegetes of both in prevalent philos
ophy, metaphysics and psychology. 
Such immoral use of their own 
ethical capital springs from two 
underlying misconceptions: confusion 
of the psychic with the spiritual ; 
ignorance of the laws of Occult 
dynamics.

Applying the same theorem to the 
physical sciences in general, and to 
chemistry and biology in particular, 
it is clear from their own researches 
that all the processes of physical 
generation are included in the ascent 
from the crystalline through the 
colloidal to the cellular, all the 
processes of physical existence and 
dissolution in the reversion from the 
cellular through the colloidal back to 
the crystalline state. This cyclic 
circulation, which in biology is now 
called metabolism, is modifiable and 
modified in countless ways a few 
recognized, the many merely guessed 
at.

One instance will suffice, that of 
the vitamins, of which science has 
“ discovered" so far six varieties. 
Writing on this subject lor the latest 
edition of The Encyclopedia Britan
nica. Dr. Arthur Harden, Professor 

of Biochemistry in London Univer
sity, begins his discussion with the 
statement that vitamins are :

Substances of unknown composition 
normally piise:it in certain food-stuffs 
in minute quantities, the absence of 
which from tile diet leads to well defined 
morbid states.

He concludes by saying :
The exact mode of action of the 

vitamins is still unknown, but both in 
their effects and in the need which 
exists for a constant supply of them, 
they present a striking analogy to the 
hormones, those chemical messengers, 
such as adrenaline and secretin, which 
are elaborated in the body and serve to 
regulate so many of its functions.

The necessity for brevity, equally 
with the purpose in view, forbids 
excursion into the various channels 
indicated by the foregoing quotation, 
but it should, perhaps, be remarked 
that the like admission of the paucity 
of knowledge, of the difficulties en
countered in their methods of 
research, characterizes every re
sponsible scientific authority in every 
field and department. And it should 
be noted that the existence of 
vitamins, hormones and allied “ un
known substances " with important 
functions was unsuspected by Science 
until as recently as the close of the 
first decade of the present century. 
Yet one has blit to refer to W. Q. 
Judge’s Ocean of Theosophy, first 
published in 1893, to find in 
Chapter vni of that book an un
mistakable knowledge of Vitamin 
'*  E ” or ■' X,” and Mr. Judge refers 
this knowledge to the Laws of Manu.

“ Vitamins," "hormones" and nu
merous other “chemical messengers” 
must have been just as important, 
must have “ served to regulate ” 
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bodily nutrition and welfare, must 
have been present and active “ ever 
since man was man.” Having due 
regard lor the difficulties of language 
as well as of the mind, it may not be 
considered inappropriate or without 
measure of scientific warrant, positive 
as well as negative, to suggest that 
the *'  astral " or psychic side ol 
nature, ignored or neglected by 
modern science, is the inviting open 
door to the very factutil knowledge 
that science so industriously seeks,

“Nature's Finer Forces," to quote 
the phrase that applies to the sub
ject-matter in hand, cannot be 
understood, cannot be studied to any 
advantage, without the postulation 
of "astral substance” intermediate 
between mi nd and matter, as the 
colloid is intermediate between cell 
and crystal. But that ” matter ” is 
the mnlrcitkir containment of both 
matter, as invisible and intangible to 
the physical senses as the *'  forces " 
and "energies” oí modern science. 
Is the one to be rejected, but tlw 
others accepted, on identically the 
same grounds that they do not lend 
themselves to the scalpel, the culture
medium, the microscope, and the 
other devices of the physicist J For 
ail any one knew In the Conti ai y. 
the “ molecules ” of science <nc 
1 lie ” astral matter ” of the Occultist : 
the "chemical messengers” of the 
biologist identical with the 
” elementáis,”

Modern physics, while borrowing 
from the ancients their atomic theory, 
forgot one [mint, the most important 
of the doctrine. For lack of this 
great philosophical principle all the 
indefatigable efforts of modern 

science to probe the very mysteries of 
” force and matter " unearthed by 
themselves, have ended, as they must 
ever end, in failure until that prin
ciple is recognized. Our science has 
taken the husk and ignored the ker
nel, in the adoption of merely 
" physical ” atoms, molecules, what
not. From Anaxagoras down to 
Epicurus, the Roman Lucretius, and 
finally, even Cardinal de Ctisa and 
Galileo, all those Philosopher-Scien
tists believed more or less in ammattd 
atoms. 'File scientists of to-day 
will have to " turn over a new leaf ” 
by recommencing where Stahl, 
Priestley, Scheele and others left off 
■ by reinvest.! gat ion of the " phlo
giston ” theory, the " nervous ether” 
of Dr. B. W. Richardson, the 
" protyle " of Professor Crookes, the 
“ spontaneous generation" of the 
alchemists.

Let us illustrate by taking Profes
sor Harden’s remarks on the subject 
of vitamins, hormones, etc,, making 
(he appropriate substitution of terms 
to transfer them to the "astral body" 
instead of the physical, and their 
force and validity become apparent. 
Thus : There are ■

Ast.j al substances of ui)kn"wn owi[n> 
ot ion not r tun tty present, in certain 
fixid-ele merits m minute quantities, the 
absence of which from the netirojjlasmic 
diet leads to well defined morbid states 
of mentality. The exact mode of action 
of tluse astral ingredients is still un
known, but. both in their effects and in 
the need which exists for a constant 
supply of them they present a striking 
analogy to the vitamins, hormones, and 
other sentient messengers which are 
elaborated in the body and serve to 
regulate so many of its functions.



PSYCHIC POWERS IN HINDU SHASTRAS
: In the preceding editorial we refer to the imjxirtance of scientists recogniz

ing the existence of what the Esoteric Philosophy calls the Astral Body and which 
in Hindu classification is known as Linga Deha. Raj Narain, M.A., LL.B., 
Fellow of the University of Lucknow, writes this article to enumerate various 
supernormal powers and faculties familiar to the student of the Shastras. Some 
men of science are investigating the subject through Psychical Research ; it is well 
for them to note that their peers in ancient India did the work more thoroughly 
even though t.heir method was different. The Astral Body or Lingti Delia plays 
a highly important part m the conscious as in the unconscious production of 
abnormal phenomena. Eos. |

The religious literature of India 
on the subject of psychical powers 
and phenomena can be grouped 
under four heads. Each group is 
distinguished by its technique for the 
attainment of psychic powers, and 
each represents a stage in the evolu
tion of Indian religious culture.

The Vedas naturally form the first 
group. In the earlier samhitas, psychic 
powers are sought to be attained by 
recitation of mantrams, by elaborate 
rituals and by the performance of 
various kind.-; of yajwis (sacrifices). 
In the later samhitas an element 
of magic creeps in and subsequently 
dominates the outlook. In the 
Alharva-Veda, for example, we find 
references to chants and spells, herbs 
and plants, amulets of gold, lead, or 
mud, and ointments as aids to the 
acquirement of sidd/iis (powers). 
The samhita, moreover, deals with 
problems of prevention of and im
munity from diseases, protection 
from enemies, freedom from jealousy 
and evil, and obviation of curses. It 
also suggests mantrams whereby 
powers such as the ability to win a 
woman’s love, to prolong one's life, 
etc., may be acquired.

In the second group of writing.-, 
represented by the well-known Yoga 

systems, emphasis shifts from rituals, 
sacrifices and magic to bodily prac
tices and mental or spiritual exer
cises. Mantrams continue to be a 
part of religious culture, but ar«1 re
duced from a primmy to a subordi
nate position. And. but for a casual 
recognition and stray reference te.g., 
Yoga su!ras. tv, 1 i. the use of herbs 
and drug;- is considered obsolete and 
of little significance. The most 
important work in this group is the 
Yoga-sulras of Patanjali. But valu
able contributions to Yoga literature 
were made by the Buddhists and 
Jains also. Of the Buddhist contri
butions, the Visitddhi-magga is 
deservedly best known.

The Tantras are the next class of 
writings concerning psychical powers. 
There are Saiva as well as Buddhist 
Tantras. Tantrik literature is so 
vast and pertinent to psychical 
research that it forms a study by 
itself. There is a fundamental 
difference between the Yogic and the 
Tantrik view as to the means of 
attaining psychic powers. While 
Yoga advocates the control and 
subjugation of the senses, Tantri- 
cism enjoins the fullest arousal of the 
senses and passions so that the 
accumulated impulses may be finally
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transformed, through practice, into a 
realization of Reality.

The literature of the last group is 
neither large nor completely extant. 
It is, however, known to centre round 
a text entitled the Pavan-vijaya- 
svarodaya. This text prescribes an 
obscure Pancka-bhuta sddhand, 
wherein an attempt is made by the 
sadhaka to get an ¡might into the 
nature and laws of the five Maha- 
bhutas, the ultimate physical 
realities, by a process of identifica
tion with each of them. The 
twelfth verse of the Svida-svflara 
Upanishad, Pt. II, can be said to 
contain the nucleus of this type of 
sddkand.

The present article will discuss 
the second group of writing-, and 
specifically the Yoga-sidras of 
Patanjali ; for this is the group 
which is most fruitful for purposes 
of scientific investigation and rational 
interpretation ; and because this 
group, beyond all others, ha- 
exercised (and is exercising' the 
most profound influence on the 
religion- life and thought of the 
people. .Although stray references 
to psychic powers and phenomena 
are scattered throughout the Yoya- 
sulras, yet the Third Book i< 
especially devoted to them. This 
part of the hook is entitled Viblndi- 
pada. which may be freely rendered 
as a discourse on (he attainment of 
psychic powers a- a result of Yogic 
culture. The ribhitlis mentioned 
in the Yoga-snfras for the most part 
are concerned with various kinds of 
supernormal perception and alankika 
(transcendental 1 knowledge.

To begin with, the Toga-sii/ms 
discuss certain conditions for the 

acquirement of what is termed 
“ discriminative discernment.”

After the aids to Yoga have been 
followed up, when the impurity has 
dwindled, there is an enlightenment of 
perception reaching up to discriminative 
discernment, ill, 28).

The aids to Yoga are eight in 
number, ri'z., abstentions, obser
vances, postures, regulations of the 
breath, withdrawal of the senses, 
fixed attention, contemplation and 
concentration, fn. 29)

The abstentions are defined as 
abstinence from injury, falsehood, 
theft, incontinence and acceptance 
of gifts, (ii, 3(h

The various observances are 
purity, contentment, self-castigation, 
study and devotion to the Isvara. 
(n, 32;

Stable and easy postures ill, 16) 
include, for example, the lotus-, 
the hero-, the decent-posture, the 
mystic-diagram and the staff-posture, 
the rest-and-the-bedstead posture, 
the seated curlew, the seated elephant 
and the seated camel.

Regulation of the breath or 
Pranayama, on the one hand, alters 
the rhythm of breathing and with it 
the rhythm of blood circulation, and, 
on the other, it modifies the activities 
of the internal visceral organs 
(digestive, sexual, etc.) which are 
functionally connected with it. 
Pranayama further affects (he emo
tive life of man, for emotions are 
dependent upon organic and kines
thetic sensations. Pranayama also 
disturbs the secretions of various 
endocrine glands ; and glands are 
supposed to determine and regulate 
human personality^ In all these 
ways, Pranayama effects a far-reach-
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ing change in bodily functions and 
mental states, and thus acts as one 
of the aids to Yoga.

The Yoga-sutras next discuss the 
psychic powers which come into 
being as a result of practising 
sanyama- “ constraint ” upon vari
ous objects, and upon various parts 
of the body, tt may facilitate the 
reader's comprehension to take them 
up seriatim. But what is the 
psychological nature of "constraint"? 
Constraint may said to be the 
product of three levels of attention 

-dhdiawi (fixed attention!, dhydna 
(contemplation! and samadhi (con
centration!. Dhdrand is living 
(literally, relating) the mind in the 
form of a. mode on ^ome part of the 
body like the navel, or on something 
outside of the body. This i- the 
preliminary application of voluntary 
attention. Continuity of one and the 
same presented idea (pratyaya'i in 
consciousness is dhydna. This is the 
sustenance of (he initial application 
of attention. When the sustained 
attention illumines the object alone, 
and becomes, as it were, bereft of its 
own nature or form, it is called 
samadhi. In such a state, attention 
loses itself completely in the object, 
i.e., the consciousness of mental 
effort reduces itself to zero, on 
account of the complete seizure of 
the mind by the object.

To enumerate the powers :
(lj “A knowledge of past and 

future events comes to an ascetic 
from his performing Sanyama in 
respect to the threefold mental 
modifications," (in, 16) The three 
mental modifications referred to are 
modifications of restriction, of 
concentration Snd of singleness of
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purpose.
(2) “The nature of the mind of 

another person becomes known to 
the ascetic when be concentrates his 
own mind upon that other person." 
(hi, 19) This is comparable to 
thought-reading in modern psychical 
research.

(3) " Action is of two kinds ; 
first, that accompanied by anticipa
tion of consequences; second, that 
which is without any anticipation of 
consequences. By performing con
centration with regai'd to these kinds 
of action, a knowledge arises in the 
ascetic as to the time of his 
death." tilt, 221

(lj " in the minds of those who 
have not attained to concentration, 
there is a confusion as to uttered 
sounds, terms, and knowledge, which 
results from comprehending these 
three indiscriminately ; but when an 
ascetic views these separately, by 
performing ' Sanyama' respecting 
them, he attains the power of un
derstanding the meaning of any 
sound uttered by any sentient 
being." (hi, 17} The Yogin, so to 
say, comes to have an insight into 
the thoughts and feelings of all 
living creatures. The phenomenon 
is suggested by and dependent upon 
the Yogic theory of perception.

(5j to (9) There arises intuitive 
knowledge of cosmic spaces, of the. 
arrangement of stars and of their 
movements, of the structure of the 
body, and of the Self, as a result of 
constraint, respectively, upon the sun, 
the moon, the pole-star, the wheel 
of the navel, and That which exists 
for its own sake, (in, 26-29, 35)

(10) “ By concentrating his mind 
upon the light in the head the ascetic
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acquires the power of seeing divine 
beings.” ihi, 32;

ilL "As a result of this con
straint upon that which exists for 
its own sake-, there arise vividnes- 
mid tile organ of supernal hearing, 
the organ of supernal feeling, the 
organ of supernal siedii, the organ of 
supernal taste and the organ" oi 
supernal smell." 1111, 361. vZ

(12,' "Or a> a re-ull of vividiw-s 
' the Yogin di-cerns all." 

ilif. 33!
113’ "By concentrating his mind 

upon the relation.: between the car 
and /Ht/sii. the ascetic acquire- the 
power of hearing all sound-, whether 
upon the earth or in the aider, and 
whether far or near." (HI. -li:

(1-1 i " As a remit of constraint, 
upon the heart, there arises a con
sciousness of the mind-stuff." 
(in, 31)

The aboi'e specification ol the 
phenomenology of const ram I ciialde- 
one to understand, for example’, how 
as a result of constraint upon the 
heart, there arses a con-ciou-nes- of 
the mind-stuff. The heart ha- been 
recognized a- the seat of mind in 
Indian philosophy from Vedic time-. 
(S?i/cdr-l c/pn-I'ci/a, 3lj .Yow if 
the Yogin -ubjcct- the heart to the 
process ol con-traint. he naturally 
come- to have a. knowledge ol it 
tis v<di. in other words, of (he mind
stuff itself.

The powers ¿md phenomena di-- 
cus-ed so far are mental or spiritual 
in character. But (he Yo^i-wilras 
ako abound in references to (para-’ 
physical powers and phenomena. 
These will be taken up now.

i 1 j "When command oxer (he 
postures has been thoroughly

attained, the effort to assume them 
is easy : ¿md when the mind has be
come thoroughly identified with the 
boundle-.-ne-s of space, the posture 
becomes steady and pleasant." (n, 
17’ “ When this condition has been
attained, the Yogce feel- no assaults 
from the pair- of opposites ’’ (ji, 
-ISi. lor example, from heat and 
cold.

(2; ” By performing concentra
tion in regard to the properties and 
essential nature of form, espe
cially that of the human body, the 
ascetic acquire- (he power of cau-ing 
the disappearance of hi- corporeal 
frame from the sight of others, be
cause thereby its property of being 
apprehended by the eye is checked, 
and that property of Saiira which 
exhibit- it-elf a- luminou-ness is 
disconnected from the -pectator’s 
organ of sight.” fill, 21 ■

(S' "When harmle-stie-- and 
kindness are fully developed in the 
Yogee i,him who has attained to 
cullivated enlightenment of the -oul', 
there i- a complete ab-ence of 
enmity, both in men and animal-, 
among all that are near to him." 
(Ii, 33' All living creature- are 
affected by his presence. Even 
enemic- whose hostility is everlasting, 
like the mou-c and the cat, the 
snake and the mongoose, renounce 
altogether their hostility for the time 
being.

t h “ When veracity i- complete, 
the Yogce become- the foctis for the 
Karma resulting from all works, 
good or bad.” (Il, 36) Actions and 
consequences depend upon him.

(3j “When abstinence from 
(licit, in mind and act. is complete 
in the Yogee, he has the power to 
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obtain al! material wealth.” (n,37'.
Ho ” As a result of constraint 

upon powers there arise powers like 
those ol an elephant.” ('in, 211. 
This is something in the nature of 
auto-suggestion.

(7; "By concentrating his mind 
upon the nerve centre in the pit of 
the throat, the ascetic is able to 
overcome hunger and thir-t.” till, 
301 The well of the throat, it 
should be noted, h a part of the 
alimentary tract. It secretes certain 
digestive juices which M-rve to break 
down and transform the food 
materials. If as a result of con
straint upon the well of the throat, 
the digestive secretions are inhibited, 
then it is possible that a cessation of 
hunger and thirst may occur. This 
explanation, however, is only in the 
nature of a suggestion.

(8.) " The inner self of the ascetic 
may be transferred to any other 
body and there have complete 
control, because he has ceased to be 
mentally attached to objects of sense, 
and through his acquisition of the 
knowledge of the manner in and by 
means of which the mind and body 
are connected.” (Ill, 38 i This 
resemble^ "astral projection ” in its 
procedure.

(9) "By concentrating hi< mind 
upon, and becoming master of. that 
vital energy called Cdann, the ascetic 
acquires the power of arising from 
beneath water, earth, or other super
incumbent matter." (Ill, 391 The 
allied phenomenon of walking on 
burning coals is demonstrated even 
in modern time<.

('1.0i “By concentrating his mind 
upon the vital energy called Sa mana, 
the ascetic acquires the power to 

appear as d blazing with light." 
(ill, 101 Saiiidnarayu keeps the life 
activity at an equilibrium, and ex
tends around (he navel.

(11 i "As a result of constraint 
upon (he course (sthFihi' and the 
essential uHribute {svayilfra! and 
the sulit'e tsitksnia; the inherence 
(anrnyn; and the purposiveness 
'.yiYthyiraUa 1. there is a subjugation 
of the elements." (ill, 11)

(121 " A< a rewili of this, 
atomization (i/yowmu and other 
perfection:- come about ; there is 
perfection of body ; and there is no 
obstruction by the properties of 
these elements." ini, 15} The 
eight Fiddliis (perfections'! are well 
known.

(13} " As a result of constraint 
upon the process of knowing and the 
essential attribute and the feeling of 
personality and lhe inherence and 
the purposi vencss. there follows 
the subjugation of the organs.” 
(nt, -171

(1-1! "As a result of this there 
follows speed as great a' that of 
thought, action of tile instruments of 
knowledge disjunct from the body 
and lhe subjugation of the primary 
cause." (ill, d8)

(15 i “ Either as the result of 
constraint upon the relation between 
the body and the air, or as the 
remit of the balanced state of 
lightness such as that of thistle-down, 
there follows the passing through 
air." (ill, 12:■ Loss of weight for 
a temporary period is a recognized 
fact to-day. liven if the testimony 
of E. Palladino be discounted (on 
the suggestion of J. EL Leuba). there 
still remains the weighty evidence 
given before Professor Fraser-Harris 
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under test conditions.
'Tile foregoing survey of Yogic 

powers and phenomena i> likely to 
mystify the average reader. But a 
little reflection will scree to reduce 
the extraordinariness of these phe
nomena. The distinction between the 
normal and the abnormal, between 
ordinary and extraordinary, refers 
only to the degree of generality 
which ti phenomenon has. What 
appears supernormal to the awrage 
mind is the normal and natural order 
of things for the Yogm,

Human personality is indeed 
dynamic, lull of vast potentialities 
and unexplored capacities. It has, 
however, lost some of its "powers" 
which it possessed with animals at 
a certain evolutionary stage. Take, 
for example, the sense of smell. 
Far back in the history oi life, the 
cortex appears as little more than 
an annex to the organ of '■mell. But 
now it i> essentially a land sense and 
a ground >ense. The sense of smell, 
thus, has lost its primeval supremacy 

and absoluteness. Yow Yoga sets 
out to discover, develop and recap
ture man’s powers and potentialities. 
And Yoga maintains that if an 
individual follows the technique 
laid down by it he will be able to 
acquire the Yogic powers and 
vibhulis.

The conditions, practices and in
junctions prescribed by the Fogrt- 
sulrtis seem to be logical, moral and 
metaphysical in nature. A science 
of psychical phenomena cannot be 
built on these foundations. Such a 
science mu>t be based on sound 
psychological and physiological 
principles and must have an ex
perimental technique of its own. The 
need oi modern religious research in 
India to-day is, therefore, to exploit 
ail th.e available material on the 
subject with a view to developing an 
explanation and a theory of psychical 
powers in the light of the known 
principles of psychology. Such an 
attempt will be made in a future 
contribution.

Raj Narain

" '['here are two kinds of ,Sid d his. One group 
embraces the lower, coarse, psychic and mental 
energies : the other is one which exacts the 
highest training of Spiritual powers. ’

IL P. Blavatsky



BOOKS TO SAVE LIBERALISM
i Tin..1 well-known now-lisi. Miss Storm Jameson. lia< been called “one of 

the most seriously provocative writers of the pivwnt time." In this article she gives 
her prescription for inculcating in al) men the ideas of iiberty, tolerance and 
brotherly respect. ” 1 diosyncra-y <>f I he human spirit " though those ideas be, the 
world has never stood in greater need of their deliberate fostering than it stands 
to-day; and Miss Jameson’'- plan hto much to commend it. - Eds. I

If the notions of liberty, tolerance, 
brotherly respect, could be eradi
cated from the mind?; ol’ every 
person now living, by education 
from infancy, by repression, by 
death, they would be (torn again 
as certainly as the seed which falls 
into the earth. They are an 
idiosyncrasy of the human spirit. 
They are one of the foims towards 
which it stretcher Drenched in 
blood, uprooted, they come again. 
A child is born in whose mind they 
are hidden until the moment when 
he begins to teach or to write. lie 
is crucified like Jesus ; like Erasmus, 
he dies in a moment when everything 
for which he has striven seems 
finished. Ilis words remain, written 
down by himself or by his followers, 
to bear their fruits.

We are living in a moment when 
liberalism as a movement is in 
danger of becoming extinct. So 
many funeral speeches have been 
made over its grave, in so many 
languages, that it is scarcely surpris
ing if its remaining followers 
are becoming apologetic. In Ger
many one of the devices by which 
this still dangerous enemy is kept 
buried is the compulsory populari
sation of Mein Kam pi, and other 
books including certain disgusting 
anti-Jew books intended for children 
(1 have seen one of these). But the 

books written by the believers in 
freedom are still in the world. If 
you were able to do with these what 
Hitler has done with Mem Kampf, 
which of them would you choose to 
put into men’s minds ?

We must think first about liberal
ism as an idea working in men’s 
minds during the years since the 
breakdown of the feudal idea. What 
was it ? Briefly, it was the notion of 
individual self-determination- the 
right of a man to think and speak 
as he feels, “according to conscience." 
The social and economic background 
of the idea do not here concern us. 
We are concerned with the idea as 
it took form in the minds of men 
whose acts were their words. It was 
based on a belief that reason, the ex
ercise of reason, was going to solve all 
the problems that troubled and the 
miseries that afflicted men. This is 
important, since the present attack 
on liberalism has taken the form of 
a revolt against reason, in which 
many writers joined who would be 
horrified by the political and social 
doctrines and methods of the new 
dictators.

The revolt against reason has its 
two faces. It is the brute in man, 
rising in instinctive panic against 
the spread of doctrines which—car
ried into the sphere of international 
politics- would destroy a world in 
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which the (loering< and Mussolinis 
are at home. It is a iso a rcvoll, artic
ulate in a writer like IT II. Law
rence, inarticulate ill the common 
man, again<t tile crushing-out of 
human dignity by the proce-ses ol 
economic liberal run. the d<wi riiie 
which gave one man freedom to en
slave thousand- in ihe sacred n;m(- nf 
progress, to ('ommit -hockinc cruoltie;; 
and retain the respect of his fellows.

Human dignity is outraged not 
only in the' slums hut in innumerable 
thwarted, narrow, insecure lives. And 
these exist in the simc world a- the 
extraordinary achievements of human 
knowledge and ingenuity which, if 
they were use/.!, could give every child 
room to grow. What word, spoken or 
to be spoken, will -olve this hideous 
contradiction ?

There are always two solutions to 
every quarrel of contraries, a solution 
on a lower or on a higher plane oi 
living. Submission to a modern 
tyrant, to the "leader," in some -cn-e 
restores human dignity by merging 
the individual in the ma-s of hw 
fellow-subjects. / am nothing : tec, 
the nation, the State, are great, 
strong, unconquerable. The near 
future of a world composed of tlie-e 
"unconquerable" states is likely to 
be unpleasant, and it i< not on 
philosophical grounds, nor on biolog
ical, that their official creed rejects 
peace and glorifie- war : ‘‘War alone 
brings up to its highest tension all 
human energy and puts the stamp of 
nobility upon the peoples who have 
the courage to meet it." (Mussolini;

This emphasis on national and 
racial differences rejects, utterly and 
scornfully, the alternative higher 
solution- the restoration of human 

dignity by the advent of a tiete 
liberalism. In this country to-day 
men are le<- important than money, 
than the tin mis money buy:-, includ
ing power. from tliW degradation 
there i< no escape ('other than the 
escape into death, the fascist 
soluiion 1 except into the faith which 
hokL that a man. by virtue of his 
humanity, is brother to all the other 
men in the world of whatever colour 
or creed, and a conscious acceptance 
of what is involved, economically, 
socially, mid epi nil nail y. in. -ucb. a 
laiih.

Tlm< our problem is not how to 
restore m mt wn th-cent my liberalism, 
mil. how mid where to find the new 
word which shall set us free. And 
now that we have said this we are 
forced to know that there is not a 
new word which is to he spoken. 
What must be looked for is a new 
flower from an old root.

What old word, already spoken, 
would f make popular, if I were able 
to do it ? One thing seems clear. The 
chosen book or books should not. 
make it direct a-sault: they -houkl do 
their work k-s- by offering proofs and 
arguments against, tyranny (han by 
changing the mental atmosphere. The 
pressure of external authority - 
whether the authority of the State 
demanding total obedience or of the 
Church preaching a morality accept
able to the State must he dissolved 
and its place taken by that inner 
authority of the man who is striving 
consciously to know himself. He 
could not do this if he did not respect 
himself. And when he respects 
without fearing his humanity in 
himself, he can respect it as steadily 
in others.
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Before mH I -houlcl take the Xew 
Testament, without commentaries 
except where in reading the Gospels 
it might seem necessary to emphasise 
the “rebel" a-pect of Jesus, his 
uncompromising attitude to author
ity, and his equally uncompromising 
pacifism, 'fire false notion of him as a 
mild and impractical reformer, a Gan
dhi sufficiently harmless to cause no 
qualms to a modern high priest, has 
been of great service to a Church 
which is anxious not to offend the 
susceptibilities of civil authority. 
The banker--, the armament maker-, 
and the Church are the pillars of 
the SlaLe in this country. During 
the last Great War an Archdeacon 
found it natural to say that “the 
false prophet endeavours to make a 
Christian code out of the Sermon on 
the Mount," This year an Arch
bishop. in intelligent anticipation of 
the next, announces that “it can be 
a Christian duty to kill." It is very 
necessity that Jesu- should be 
allowed to speak for himself, without 
the flustered interruptions of cleric-. 
One can either accept or reject the 
way he offer- as a way of life, as 
freely as one accepts or rejects the 
admonition- of St. Paul. The 
important thing is that one should 
know what it is that is to be accepted 
or rejected, and not be misled by a 
Church which is content to whisper 
a mild piety in the deaf ears of slum 
landlords and armament makers. 
Jesus was hanged as an agitator and 
a nui-ance to respectable, law-abiding 
clerics. There arc periods when the 
rebellious life is the only spiritual 
life. The-e come whenever human 
dignity and freedom ol thought tire 
threatened by injustice. At the-e 

times, Jesus the great rebel, whose 
words are part of our common her
itage, will lie heard speaking with a 
different voice than the voice heard 
by the broken, the sick and the 
dying.

The danger is that Jesus himself 
may be made a tyrant by those to 
whom blind obedience seems a virtue. 
There is a corrective for this to be 
found in the teachings of the Buddha. 
1 am not a Christian ; neither am I 
a Buddhist: it seem- to me that the 
Buddha sac cd his followers from a 
mortal danger when he warned them 
no( to accept anything as true because 
it was in the Scriptures or taught by 
a great teacher. “Be ye lamps unto 
yourselve.-. 1 .ook to no external 
refuge. Hold fast to the truth as a 
lamp. Look not for refuge to any one 
besides yourselves. Work out your 
own salvation with diligence." I 
should want to put this teaching side 
by side with the Christian Gospel. 
Libcrali-m as a living; condition of 
the human mind is destroyed by the 
blind acceptance of any creed or 
dogma, whether it he the Christian, 
the fascist, or any other. (Hitler has 
his shrine-.) The supreme virtue of 
Buddhism for this age is its insistence 
on tolerance, on brotherly respect. If 
it were not that we have the Xcw 
Testament in our blood I would ha\e 
put Buddhism fir-t.

I must hos e book- which come into 
men's minds by side doors, and of 
these I choo-c Gidfirer's Travels and 
l.'lruspicgcl. I want the sharpness 
and biting irony of the first and the 
living warmth of the ldemi-h book. 
Even a child understand-, why the 
King of Brobdingnag. horrified, finds 
men “the most pernicious race ol 
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little odious vermin," and without 
being hurl by it is strengthened. 
Even the Voyage to the Ilouyhnhnms 
does not shock a child, but he learns 
by it. And if he reads Ulcnspie gd 
when lie is young he will never be 
content with less than the most 
liberal world he can conceive.

I must have the Arc<ij>(jgiiica, 
since Milton's defence of "the liberty 
to know, to utter, and to argue freely 
according to conscience" is in the 
full tide of our tradition. Il is a part 
of our inheritance we must neither 
give away nor sell : its eloquence has 
the elTeet on us of poetry, to cling to 
our minds and grow there. For like 
reasons I must have a< well The 
Pilgrim's Progress. This is a different 
poetry; it is English of the fields and 
of simple rooms: no man or child 
ever became illiberal or indifferent 
to his fellows who once look into 
his mind the death of Faithful, the 
trumpets sounding at. the other side 
of the river, the shepherd-boy’s song, 
and the last sight of Mr. Ready-to- 
Halt who "followed, though upon 
crutches,"

If 1 were able Io make these read 
by everyone I should be almost 
satisfied. Xot altogether satisfied. 
I should want to make my own 
lengthy anthology of pasrages, some 
long, some short, from a variety of 
books: from Plato's Republic
and the Apology ; from l?abelai< (the 
address' of Gargantua to hi-, van-

_ •
quished enemies) ; from The Marri
age of Hcarta and Hell; from Eras
mus ; from John Stuart Mill, not 
simply a score of lengthy extracts from 
his essay ()>i Libealy, but at least one 
long pasage from the Autobiogra
phy, in which it appears how close 
this extraordinary man came to a 
genuine communism ; “ The social
problem of the future we considered 
to be. how to unite the greatest in
dividual liberty of action, with a com
mon ownership in the raw material 
of the globe, and an equal participa
tion of all in the benefits of combined 
labour" ; and from how many others 
in many tongues.

As for the method of popularising 
these books I will have no commen
taries. and no answers made to 
questions about them, except some 
such question as, " Who was this 
writer? When and where did he 
live?" A< for the meaning of the 
words, everyone must seek and find it 
for himself. For children and young 
people under instruction there should 
be daily readings, in a room set aside 
for it, or in a garden. The child shall 
learn to read in The Pilgrim’s 
Progress and in the four Gospels. 
As an older child he shall have 
Gulliver. Tiens pie gel, and the whole 
of the Xew Testament. After that, 
for three years, the words of the 
Buddha. Areopagitica, and the 
anthology. Then he shall be 
turned free.

Storm Jameson



THE SONG OE THE HIGHER EIEE
1 H E YOG A OF THE DIVISION OF 1'1 IE

THREE GI’XAS

; Below ire publish tin- iifteeiith of a series oi t-s~:iys it>ujhIc'I <>n llw great 
text-book of Practical Occultism, the Khagara<l-Gila. Each < J ibi-w discusses a title 
of one of the eighteen chapters of the Song Cele~ti;tl. The vaiicr calls them “ .Voles 
on the Chapter Titles of the “ Gita ” but they arc moic than notes. They bring 
a practical message born of study and experience.

This particular instalment is a study of the fi'uilnrih chapter The Three 
Gunas.

Sri Krishna Prein is the name taken in the old traditional manner prevail
ing in India by a young English gentleman when lie msoived to inter the path of 
Vairagya, renouncing his all, including the name given to him at birth, lie took 
his tripos at Cambridge in Mental and Moral Sciences aurl is a dtep student of 
Indian Philosophy. Away from the world but serving it with laiih he lives in the 
IIimalayas, and is esteemed highly for his sincerity, earnestness and devotion. Elis. i

Having set forth the distinction 
between the Field and its Knower 
(in Sankhyan terms, the Prakriti 
and Purusha'! the Gila now turns to 
the further analysis o( the Field. The 
Root or Millaprakriti, termed in verse 
3 the Giral llraliman, is characterised 
by three moments known as gurias. 
The word gmia is usual])7 
translated as quality but it 
should be borne in mind that there 
is here no question of a substance
quality relationship between the 
Millaprakriti and the gunas. The 
gunas are the Mulaprakriti and the 
latter is the gunas in a state of 
equilibrium. For this reason some 
have preferred to speak of the three 
Strands, the totality of which make 
up the twisted rope of manifested 
being.

In order to understand something 
of the nature of these gunas it is 
necessary to remember that the 
Milla prakriti is not a substance 
standing in its own right but 

a dark matrix full of unlimited 
potentialities the appearance of 
the Parabrahma to the abstracted 
Light ol Consciousness.. Its 
potentialities are unlimited because it 
is the tvhole objective aspect of the 
Parabrahma and it is 'dark" because 
the Light has been abstracted as the 
Atman. While it would be a mistake 
to equate it with the collective uncon
scious of Jung yet the comparison 
will give a truer understanding oi its 
nature than any study of those neatly 
intellectualised diagrams to be found 
in most books on Sankhya.

I'rider the con tempi stive gaze of 
Consciousness, three tendencies mani
fest themselves within the Matrix. 
One moment of it reflects the Light 
and is irradiated by It. itself 
becoming, like a fluorescent 
substance, an apparent source ol 
light. This is the moment known as 
saliva guna and it has the 
characteristic ol radiance (praka- 
sha \ .*

Verses (i, 11 and 22.
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A second moment as it were 
transmits Hie Light, not reflecting 
it back towards the Source but ever 
speeding it onwards and outwards. 
This moment i> known as the .uytiif/ 
ui my'flx hating as its diaraeteTistic 
outward turned movement ( pra- 
vritthd

The third moment neither reflects 
nor transmits but absorbs the Light 
that falls upon it. This i< the g/oii? 
of iamas, characterised by a stagnant 
inertia, a heedless indifference j

The operation of the gimas can be 
observed in the microcosmic matrix of 
unconsciousness from which we wake 
each morning. First from the dark 
background of dreamless sleep arise a 
set of memories which by reflecting 
back the consciousness proclaim “ I 
was, I am.” Text rajas comes into 
operation and the contemplative self 
is swept away along the crests of 
associated ideas into desire-filled 
pians of “ 1 will do.” Still later the 
fluid universe of thought ossifies 
under the veiling power of lamas into 
the outer world of rigid objects which, 
though in truth sustained by consci
ousness alone, yet seem to lie hard 
lifeless things existing in their sheer 
inert material right and amongst 
which the planning self of dawn only 
too often passes from itself under the 
dull compulsion of the outer.

In the macrocosm we see the same 
processes at work. First by the 
operation of the Light on saliva arise 

the calm and light-filled worlds of 
maha I-buddhi, the Cosmic Memory 
which is the Cosmic Ideation. The 
radiance and harmony of those 
worlds arise front |heir sttlirik nature 
ant! Krishna's direction to stand 
firmly in saltva (nitya satlvastha, 
II v. -15.' lias the same meaning as 
his constant counsel to be ever united 
with the buddki ibuddhi-yukta],

As the Cosmic manifestation 
proceeds wc find the mobility of rajas 
coming into play. Out of the Light- 
filled unity of the spiritual worlds 
arise the many points of view which 
form tile mental (mdrmsiki level. The 
movement of the Light as it is trans
mitted through the Field gives rise 
to point-like individual selves from 
which the Light radiates in a net
work of intersecting lines of 
experience.;

The upper worlds are Spinozistic 
in their general nature. The attributes 
and modes shine forth in a majestic 
and impersonal unity, rising and 
falling like the ocean swell beneath 
the Moon of Light. But in the mental 
world of rdjasik' plurality we pass into 
a Leibnizian world of monads in 
which each monad mirrors the 
universe from a given point of view 
and thus, though separate from its 
fellows, is united with them in the 
ideal unity of all. The main differ
ence is that Leibniz's monads were 
“ windowless" and could perceive 
nothing belt their own inner states 

* Verses 12 sue! 22.
t Verse 13.
I There art’ many itiletvslii>g releienee-; to this symbiuic net in ancient mystical hl- 

etatuiw In Siinititsliii'iitam I.'Ivinis'nid l'hwara is termed the Wiiidur of lhe Net and in 
the Egyptian Bo/>k i>; the Dead (ch. lisia. Budge), tinder the vignette of a net omit the fol
lowing interesling words : " Hail, thou ' god who lookcsl behind thee ' I mtmia united with 
butldhi) tliott 'god who hast gained the mastery over thy heart,' I go a fishing with the 
cordage of the (net) 'uniter of lhe earth.' and of him that niakelh a way through the 
earth. Hail, ye fishers who have given birth to your own fathers {ifnains in which lhe 
Divine birth has taken place)........."
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while these monads are not thus shut 
in but are, in truth, each a window 
through which the One looks out up
on Itself?

But the effect of does not
stop at pure plurality or, rather, in 
plurality itself is found the basis of 
the next tendency. Once the unity 
has been lost the separate parts strive 
to complete themselves by a 
passionate outward-turned seeking. 
This is the irishtui (Pali, ttnilid'! of 
the Buddhists, the “ constitutional 
appetition ” with which Leibniz 
endowed his monads, by which they 
tend to pass from state to state. If 
not identical, it is yet related to 
what Jung terms libido and, stripped 
alike ol' Sanskrit terms and of the 
jargon of philosophers, it is that 
burning thirst which drives tile soul 
out from itself to range throughout 
the world, seeking its food, devouring 
all it meets.

From this tendency arises the great 
natural law that life must feed on 
life, but metaphysically we should 
observe that this most terrible of all 
the laws of nature, by which the tiger 
rushes on his prey and man himself 
murders the thing he loves, is also 
a manifestation of the unity of ail. 
t'nder the outward rushing impetus 
of rajas the soul no longer secs the 
unity within. But since, even though 
unseen, that unity can never be 
denied, the -.oul goes forth in passion 
ale desire Io seize and grasp whatever 
lies outside, .-lubordinatiiig others to 
its will and even, on the lowest plane 
of all. devouring their material enve
lopes that <o itself may grow. Thus 

all the horrors of the world we know 
arise from ignorance which turns the 
soul to seek in vain without what is 
already there within ; desire is based 
on love and strife on unity.

As soon as the plurality has been 
established, the sinister power of 
lainas begins to make itself felt. 
Once the division between self and 
other has been made, the veiling 
power of lainas drains that “ other ” 
of all Light. It i< no longer "me,” 
instinct with life and movement, 
but something dead, inert, passively 
hostile, a death-hand gripping with 
a cold inertia the soul of man that 
struggles to be free. Thus is the 
outer world of objects formed. Our 
Self has drawn them forth and 
given to them " a local habitation 
and a name" and now they turn 
upon that Sell', denying It reality. 
The brain, says Schopenhauer, 
" secretes thought as the liver 
secretes bile." In truth it is not the 
brain that "secretes thought" but 
thought that has called forth the 
brain for. as the Buddha said, "of 
all phenomena mind n the caller- 
forth ; pre-eminent is mind, of mind 
are al! things made."

ft is lamas that veils the mind's 
creative power <o that it quails 
before its own creation. Elven 
religion, which should have taught 
the I’ath of Light to men, has ended, 
for the mo<( p;irl, in succumbing to 
the dead? drag of hnnas, taking ail 
power from Man to bestow it on 
imaginary Bods, p, mt)St religions 
it is thought a sign ()f s,-lce hold 
that man is essentially a poor 

* Rcadtrs ut Thè Serri t DiiiItiìii ivill icmember' a si:itcnicni ol II.I’.H.’s io the dieci 
tirai thè i-sotcric plTÌlosophy iti volved a Termici ha.tion of ibi? zppa ren tly eon il i cri n monadi sin 
of Leibniz miti thè inonism of Spinoza. S. D. I. p '
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creature, one who can do nothing of 
himself, one who must supplicate on 
bended knees imaginary Gods who 
wield the Cosmos.*

But, as Ilermes says :■
If thou lockt.-a. i!p thy soul within 

thy body and dost debase il. saying : 
I nothing know ; 1 us,thing can ; 1 fear 
the sett ; I cannot settle the sky ; I know 
not who 1 was. who I shall be : what 
is there then between thy t inner 1 (Cd 
and thee

These three puras, saliva, lajas 
and tamas, tire, a> has thready been 
said, the strands of which the 
twisted rope of being is woven. All 
things, from grossest earthy clod to 
subtlest ('o-mic thought-stuff, are 
the manifestations of one or more of 
these three tendencies and it is one 
of the tasks of the disciple to analy-e 
ail phenomena in terms of these 
gwias. His effort w to be able to 
stand firm in saliva for, as we have 
seen, it is saliva alone that can 
reflect the Light, lie mint therefore 
be able to say of any phenomenon : 
this is saflvii' lor d brings increase 
of Light and harmony and so will 
lead me upwards ; (his is raiasik for 
it leads but to motion and is found
ed on desire : this is iamasik for 
it fills the soul with darkness, 
taking it captive to an outer Late.

Tips d’vi<ion applies Io all things 
in the Co mos, lour] Gee chapter 
xvi 1 > i (Treat ions, companionships 
or books ; all may drag down- 
waids, outwards, or lead upwards. 
But aboie al! he mud watch the 
guiias as they manifest in his own 
mind, for the mind is gateway to 
the Real and the disciple must in 

" Apologetic i r:otw:tbs!:ind:m;. it i~ uuiorl tmalely ticiI 
bogged itself. Willi lew exception-, spell a< Buddhism 
philosophies than religious cults 1 popular Oriental religions are just 
abasing.

Hermes's words, be one ’* for ever 
living at the Inner Door," At that 
Door he must constitute himself a 
doorkeeper, letting all sdllvik tenden
cies pass through, checking all rajas, 
overcoming lamas.

Therefore the (ilia gives some 
indications whereby the movements 
in the mind may be marked down. 
" When the light of knowledge is 
born in till the gates of the body, 
then it may be known that saliva is 
increasing." (w ID In other words, 
it state of mind that fosters clear, 
unclouded knowledge, that firings a 
peace and inner harmony, stilling 
the lake of mind till it reflects the 
stars, bringing a sense of calm eter
nity, that state is sdllvik, and 
all outward things, food, friends or 
occupations that, help forward such 
a state also partake of saliva.

The idjasik state, on the other 
hand, is characterised by pas>ionate 
mobility. The mind is restless, 
occupied by greed, frill of desire for 
things outside itself, (v. 12i Bright 
dreams may fill it. dreams of great 
things to be done, yet all those 
things are for the sake of self though 
they may sometimes wear the glitter
ing robes of altruism and service of 
(he world.

This vdiasik restlessness is often 
confused with the Divine Activity. 
There are many who cannot sit still 
for a moment, who think that to 
be always up and doing, no matter 
what, is to be full of life, and they 
bow down before activity in any 
form whatever. But this raiastk lust 
for movement is not the same as the

CT.: i<1 innii y atom- Ilia’ tin--, thio 
tor Vedanta. i,og:.i. etc. arc rmre 

ns reatita.il; end soul

reatita.il
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Divine action for it will be found, 
if analysed, that it is always fainted 
by some personal desire, always in 
bondage to s>me personal gain, while 
the Divine activity is free, calm and 
majestic in It.- selflessness.

Tdmasik states of mind are dark 
and stagnant, the mind is overcome 
by lethargy or broods in dull depres
sion. (v. 13i Nothing seems worth 
doing, nothing can be done : all 
things oppress the soul which sinks 
in sheer inertia, '['he Path is nothing 
but an empty dream or ebe a task 
beyond our ieel.de powers, while 
cynicism lend- its venomed dagger 
to cut the very root of worldly 
action. " 111 things arc shows, and 
vain the knowledge of their vanity."

This tdmasik despondency is the 
greatest obstacle to one who seeks to 
tread the Path. The soul " Hags 
wearily through darkness and 
despair.’"" It is a state which must 
be fought off at all codw for not even 
the fierce, burning wind- of rdjasih 
passion are so fatal to all progress.

Unfortunately, ju-t a< <ome people 
mistake the restless urge of mpTs for 
Divine Activity, so others mistake the 
dull indifferent ism of lamas for 
spirituality. Mealy-mouthed coward
ice r- called " turning the other 
cheek," duty inefficiency is termed 
indifference to material circum
stances, shallow fa. t;i I ism is confused 
with wise acceptance of the karma 
of one’- past, cold indifference to 
one's fellows becomes a ri -mg above 
love and hate, and that dull poverty 
of spirit that ignores all art and 
literature becomes transcendence of 
the lures of sense. All is Maya 1 

All is Shiinya 1 All is the Play of 
God I What does anything matter? 
This is not spirituality but lamas. 
The " Dark Night of the Soul,’’ that 
phrase coined by St. John of the 
Cross to express certain of his 
experiences, has in the West been 
made by many an excuse for yielding 
to the (its of depression that come 
upon everyone from time to time.

The di scip'e must thus keep 
constant watch upon his mind so 
that when lamas makes itself felt 
therein, if he cannot at once rise to 
sdtlvik light, he will at least be able 
to MiTcim1 it with the outward 
turned activity of rajas. In general 
it may be said that sdttvik states 
will lead him upwards to 
higher levels of being, for their 
transparent luminosity allows a 
reflection of the next higher level 
to show itself, suffusing the lower 
with the light of higher manas, 
or manas with the bialtlhi.

Rdiasik states will leave him 
stationary, since, though he fill the 
world with his activities, he moves 
but outwards and can never leave 
the plane whereon he stands. 
Tdmasik states will drag him down
wards till he loses all he has and sinks 
into a le>s than human, mindless 
state. The phrase ” sinks down
wards" shotild not, however, be 
interpreted, a- is sometimes done, to 
mean that the ego enters on an 
,'mimal incarnation. That is 
impossible, though it may sometimes 
happen that a process takes place 
which is best described as the ego’s 
having to watch over one or more 
animal lives with which it will feel it

” Thcw' lines nt" Shi a lev's v.vrr written of (Nie ridge who, it will be remembered, 
ivmpsw! "(Ide eo Deiection.”

ieel.de
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self bound up. In general, however, 
the meaning of the phrase is that he 
sinks gradually into the lowest grades 
of human existence.

It is interesting to note the extreme 
manifestations of rajas and lamas 
that are to be seen in our asylums. 
The riijasik is seen in what is termed 
manic excitement.

The patient is in a state of constant 
activity, commencing a new occupation 
at every moment and immediately 
abandoning it in favour of another. He 
is never still but exhibits a continual 
press of activity. He talks rapidly and 
without intermission..........his atteiit ion
is caught by every trivial object, and as 
soon diverted again. He is generally 
abnormally cheerful and absurdly pleased 
with himself.......... though his mood
changes to anger at the smallest provo
cation.

Krom the same source" I take a 
description of a tdniasik manifesta
tion, the so-called cmotiona! demen
tia.

The patient sits in a corner with 
expressionless face and head hanging 
down, making no attempt to occupy 
himself in any way, evincing ii;i interest 
in anything that goes on around him. 
and apparently noticing nothing. .. ,Tlv 
patient is completely inert and makes no 
use of his mental faculties i not because 
he has none but ’ because he has no 
interests or desires. 7'he whole external 
world for him. . . . ,i< an object un
worthy of the expicnditute of any mental 
energy. He is without interests, hojies. 
plans or ambition.

In. these descriptions who cannot 
recognise processes that go on in les< 
extreme forms in his own mind ?

.Another characteristic of the punas 
is the constant interplay of action

' fh vcWogv e.f Insanity by Bernard Hart.
t The extreme illustration ol tins is to be found in tlie 

the so-called manic-depressive type, perhaps with lucid 
sallvik.

and reaction that goes on between 
them. (v. IO; The world, “ the 
muving thing " in Sanskrit, is never 
still. Saliva gives place to rdjasik 
activity, which, carried to extreme, 
provokes a tdniasik rebound.r Every 
one knows how states of elation pass 
without apparent cause into a dull 
depression. This instance, alone, will 
show how important it is for the 
disciple to gain an understanding 
of the operation of the punas, passing 
and re-passing as they weave the web 
of life. ’

Because of its power to reflect the 
steady poise of the eternal Light, 
salt r a alone is relatively stable. Yet 
even sat Iva has its binding power. 
Stainless and sorrowless, its light is 
still reflected light and hinds the soul 
to the happiness and knowledge that 
are its manifestations, fv, G 1 At any 
time the love of happiness, the sacred 
thirst for knowledge, may through the 
touch of rajas, degenerate into lust 
for pleasure and mere curiosity.

Therefore the disciple must bend 
his energies upon transcendence of 
the punas altogether, (vv. 19-20 i He 
must strive to see that all their play 
is objective to himself ; he is the 
seeing Light. Refuged within that 
Light, the Heavenly Ganga wherein 
who hathes is rendered pure and 
sinless, ib he drinks the nectar of 
eternal Life," The movements of the 
Co-mos. Alining with knowledge, 
passionately active, darkly inert, he 
sees with steady vision. His is the 
calm immortal gaze of Spirit, cool as 
the moonlight on a tropic lake. 
Nothing that comes can he unwel-

;lernalions v.iiii'h eha rai'te rise 
intervals whiwli ate ¡relatively) 
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come to him ; nothing that goes can 
be a source of grief. He knows that 
all is needed for a Cosmos, that in the 
darkest tumas. shines the Light. And 
so he stands, rock-like, in inner 
meditation, whether in cities or on 
lonely mountain peaks, watching the 
gunas weave their web, alike to friend 
and foe. Sorrow and joy, honour and 
evil fame, are one to him and, though 
he act quite freely, the fatal thought 
" I am the doer of these actions ” can 
find no entry in his Light-filled heart.

Rent is the threefold Web of Rate. 
The gunas have been crossed and the 
one-time disciple stands on the edge 
of the Eternal Brahman. His light 
can merge in the transcendent Flame 
and blaze in bliss beyond the world 
of men : the Stream is crossed, the 

great Reward is his. But Krishna 
tells us of another Fath that opens 
as a possibility before him. (v. 26) 
lie may elect not to withdraw his 
Light to tile Unmanifest Eternal but 
to stay and sene the one Eternal 
Life that is in all. His freedom won, 
he may devote himself to freeing 
others, silently guiding pilgrims on 
the Fath. His is no shrinking from 
the final plunge, for Krishna 
says that he is ” worthy of 
becoming the Eternal,” implying that 
he stays by his own choice to serve 
the One Great Life that is the mani
fested basis*  of the Barabrahman. 
Xor is he man at all but. a great 
Power which by Its presence, though 
unknown, unseen. lightens the bitter 
sorrows of the world.

* pratishthd. Compare the phrase “ the Nest oi Brahman " in Maitravana UpanBhad 
b.lo, winch is there identified with the samvai^iru. i.t„ the ureal Cycle of Time Mahan 
Atnin whose discus Krishna carries. ' '

Sri Krishna Prem



DAMMING THE FLOOD OF' I’FLY
[Edmund B. d’zVtweigne is already known to our leaders. He wrote in our 

December 1935 issue on Man <i>nl !!<s In this article he strong!',1
condemns cruelty to animals and rightly says ; "Shut <me of the doors of the heart 
and you may line] the others jammed." Ens. |

Charity, it is written, thinketh no 
evil. But it is often mischievously 
jealous. Men oi good will have at all 
times been prone to dispute the claim 
of a particular clas> ol sufferer to 
prior or even exclusive consideration. 
A century ago. William Cobbett 
objected to Buxton's .agitation 
against Xegro slavery. lie argued 
that the factory hand in England 
was worse off than the black 
bondman ; or, at any rate that, worse 
off or better off, he had the first call 
on our sympathy because he was 
our countryman.

It might therefore be expected that 
that broadening out of pits' which 
tends to include all creatures 
capable of suffering should be 
regarded with iealou.-y by thn<e who 
hold like Lenin that the only 
evil is the exploitation of the 
proletariat. The Book of Marx, 
we know, is held by partisan' 
of the Extreme Left to contain 
the Whole Truth and the Whole 
Moral Law. Since it says nothing 
about the brute creation, it is 
not unreasonable that, a well- 
known woman novelist who has 
recently espoused Communism 
should denounce “ all this kind 
ness to animals" as “ sloppy 
sentimentality ’’ and maintain that 
no crumb of compassion should be 
thrown to them so long as a single 
human being stood in need of any 
sort of succour. Similarly, a promi

nent woman educationi-t went out 
of her way, two years ago, to 
complain on a public platform that 
more consideration was shown in 
this country to animals than to 
children, A question put from the 
gallery at a Socialist meeting as to 
tile treatment of animals in Russia, 
provoked, as it seemed to the 
present writer, a faint titter of 
contempt among the audience.

i\o doubt, they had in their mind 
a hypothetical figure invented in 
the 1880's and constantly resusci
tated by people who "don’t like 
animals." It is that ol a rich elderly 
woman who devotes herself entirely 
to her dog and expends fabulous 
sums upon its upkeep. The 
pampered animal is always 
described as a I’cke, a breed which 
appears to' excite the peculiar 
animosity of the Extreme Left it is 
never an Alsatian or a boar-hound, 
the favourite of some robust, leader 
of men. Why, it is indignantly 
demanded, does not this selfish 
woman lavish her fondness upon the 
children of the poor? (It is never 
suggested that the aged poor might 
equally be the objects of her 
solicitude.; Indeed, I sec no reason 
why she shouldn’t, since the care of 
the most exacting Pekc could 
consume but little of her leisure as 
its upkeep could consume but little 
of her substance. In point of fact 
rich ladies owning Pekes do devote 
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a good deal of lime and money to 
social and charitable work. Others 
give what time and money they can 
spare irom the all-devouring Peke to 
bridge, tennis, the round of fashion. 
But this. I take it, is not objected 
to by our friends on the Left. We 
are asked why the rich woman 
spends time and money on an 
animal -no complaint is made if 
she spends it on dress, jewellery, or 
gambling. It is odd, too, that she is 
more often the target of criticism 
from the Left than her wealthier 
brother who spends thousands of 
pounds m keeping up racing stables 
or a pack of hounds.

To complain that more considera
tion is shown in Britain to animals 
than to children is palpably untrue. 
Every child enjoys the protection of 
the law. The state guarantees a 
minimum of subsistence to every 
human being within its control. But 
the animal has at law no right to 
live at all. No obligation is imposed 
on any one but its owner to provide 
it with food. But for the exertions 
of private societies and individuals, 
our cities might easily be strewn 
with dogs and cats dying ol 
starvation -as the present wrher 
has seen them dying in the porches 
of French cathedrals. It is no crime 
at law to extract the last ounce of 
work from a horse and then have 
him cut up for cats’ meat. Yet one 
educated Englishwoman begrudges 
the meagre measure of protection 
accorded to helpless creatures whose 
rights till the other day were entirely 
unrecognized by the law as they 
remain unrecognised by the 
Christian churches !

They are to receive consideration, 

the Communist novelist tells us, 
only when all the grievances of 
mankind have been redressed. In 
other words, at the Millennium. 
Here we have Cobbett's argument 
over again. Attend to your own 
kind first charily begins at home 1 
True ; but it may easily end there. 
If the human kind generally is 
nearer to me than the brute 
creation, so (the nationalist may 
argue) my particular race and my 
particular caAe are nearer still. Let 
our friends on the Extreme Left 
remem tier that had the dictum been 
accepted, nothing would have been 
done in the past to abolish judicial 
torture, the slave trade, or capital 
punishment for venial offences— 
nothing would have been done to 
secure the franchise for women or to 
rationalize our code of sex relations. 
We cannot progress along a single 
straight line. II you strive to 
canalize the ever-broadening flood of 
sympathy, you will but turn it back 
and dam it. Rightly did a Labour 
member of Parliament remind the 
Party congiess in 192b that benev
olence towards suffering humanity 
could only logically be based on 
sympathy with all living things.

Why then do we hear so often 
these querulous protests from the 
Reft ? The friends of animals take 
nothing from suffering or oppressed 
humanity. Movements on behalf of 
the brute creation are seldom if 
ever more than protective in their 
scope. 'I'he British working man, on 
his way to draw his unemployment 
benefit, would be the first to stop 
and defend an ill-used dog, horse or 
cat. He knows better than the 
foolish women who profess to have
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his cause at heart, that he does not 
lose by the tenderness bestowed by 
rich women on their pets but by the 
pursuit of gain by cold-hearted men. 
When and how has mankind 
suffered by kindness shown to the 
non-human kind ?

Charity is many breasted like the 
goddess ; she is many armed, like the 
fabled giant, to help and to defend. 
But there are so many wrongs to be 
righted that the individual can 
select but a few. Doing our own 

work, let us cheer on the others and 
cease to chide them if they will not 
forsake their special furrows for our 
own. The pity which some would 
divert from the miserable cat or dog 
will not be lavished on the eco
nomically unfortunate. Shut one of 
the doors of the heart and you may 
find the others jammed. The 
merciful man is not only merciful to 
his beast, as the Hebrew scripture 
has it -lip' is merciful to his fellow 
men, /

Edmund B. d’Auvergne

CAN YOU EXPLAIN ?
After the sudden demise of my father, 

seeing no means oi livelihood with a big 
family depending on mu, and seeing no 
means of continuing my education, I 
entered as a Clerk in Government Service. 
This was in June and I had just brushed 
a couple of months service. I was placed 
as an assistant to one Mr. Lazarus who 
greatly heljied me in my job. 1 well 
remember I woke up one night at about 
4-30 a.m.. went outside but returned to 
sleep as it was still dark. ! had then the 
following dream-experience.

My friend Mr. Lazarus and myself 
were in a forest. My companion had a 
sword in his hand. We had not gone 
long when he pointed out a true with 
gorgeous leaves laden with gold-cclourtd 
fruits. They were Very beautiful, so 
inviting that my mouth began to water. I 
suggested to my friend to pluck a few. 
He said: “Do you not know that thistree 
is wry rigidly guarded by a hydra hind 
ed sei]rent which belches out smoke J T 
had better leave it alone."

I was much surprised. I could sec no 
serpent and so I suggested to him to get. 
up the. tree, hoping that tile vigilant 
watch might have gone in search of its 
prey in the woods at that hour. My 
companion agreed and we together 
approached the trunk. I was the first 

to climb. My friend had his sword 
drawn ready to defend, if the serpent 
should suddenly turn up.

We had been climbing, when suddenly 
I saw the. approach of the serpent. Very 
swiftly he curled up the trunk I cried 
out fot immediate help. He saw the feroc
ious. venomous reptile striking at me. 
At the critical moment, my friend dealt 
a severe bh iw on the head of the monster. 
I cried out : " Mr. Lazarus, please cut the 
body of the monster into bits lest it 
should revive and bite us." He did so. 
At that moment 1 woke in terror.

'Hus dream occupied my mind and I 
discussed it with Mr. Lazarus. He was 
much puzzled. None could explain this 
dream.

Again it is very true that certain 
persons dream of the result of an 
enterprise. My friend Mr. A. V. S. 
Rao used to tell me that on the night 
before Races, he would, while on his bed, 
go over the names ol tile homes before 
he slept, and on that very night he 
would dream of one or two names of 
horses in a particular race as very 
successful ones. He had acted on these 
pre-visionary tips and found himself a 
lucky gainer. When I attempted this 
method, nothing came to me in dream. 

R. B. I’lNGIAY
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his cause at heart, that he does not 
lose by the tenderness bestowed by 
rich women on their pets but by the 
pursuit of gain by cold-hearted men. 
When and how has mankind 
suffered by kindness shown to the 
non-human kind ?
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goddess ; she is many armed, like the 
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But there are so many wrongs to be 
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entered as a Clerk in Government Service. 
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a couple of months service. I was placed 
as an assistant to one Mr. Lazarus who 
greatly heljied me in my job. 1 well 
remember I woke up one night at about 
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sleep as it was still dark. ! had then the 
following dream-experience.
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sword in his hand. We had not gone 
long when he pointed out a true with 
gorgeous leaves laden with gold-cclourtd 
fruits. They were Very beautiful, so 
inviting that my mouth began to water. I 
suggested to my friend to pluck a few. 
He said: “Do you not know that thistree 
is wry rigidly guarded by a hydra hind 
ed sei]rent which belches out smoke J T 
had better leave it alone."

I was much surprised. I could sec no 
serpent and so I suggested to him to get. 
up the. tree, hoping that tile vigilant 
watch might have gone in search of its 
prey in the woods at that hour. My 
companion agreed and we together 
approached the trunk. I was the first 
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drawn ready to defend, if the serpent 
should suddenly turn up.

We had been climbing, when suddenly 
I saw the. approach of the serpent. Very 
swiftly he curled up the trunk I cried 
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a severe bh iw on the head of the monster. 
I cried out : " Mr. Lazarus, please cut the 
body of the monster into bits lest it 
should revive and bite us." He did so. 
At that moment 1 woke in terror.

'Hus dream occupied my mind and I 
discussed it with Mr. Lazarus. He was 
much puzzled. None could explain this 
dream.

Again it is very true that certain 
persons dream of the result of an 
enterprise. My friend Mr. A. V. S. 
Rao used to tell me that on the night 
before Races, he would, while on his bed, 
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A SUPERPOLITICAL ORDER

| Miss Emily Hamblen i' an American writer, best known for her interpreta
tion of Nietzsche’s philosophy and for her larger work on The- Minor Piophecies (>> 
William lilakc. Such a “ hierarchy graded strictly according to spiritual evolution" 
as Miss Hamblen envisages in (his article always exists in iacl, though it can replace 
the political order oriiy when moral and social conditions permit, as when, ages ago, 
the Divine Kings of universal tradition reigned. But the “great Ancients ' of whom 
Miss Hamblen speaks, “Those illuminated souls to whose cosmic vision we owe the 
rise and the nourishment of all the spiritual streams that have Hewed down to our 
own period ” would not be acceptable to the modern " civilization." -Eds. |

There is diversity of opinion on 
the value of institutions for the 
safeguarding and the propagation of 
the religious life of a nation. The 
question is forced in Christian 
countries by the evident disparity 
between the doctrines enjoined by the 
churches and the spirit in which Jesus 
met individual needs and the 
expressions of class and community 
life in his own day. That it is so 
insistently raised is proof of a more 
intense search for the spiritual founts 
of life than has been manifested since 
Theology opened its arms to Science 
and agreed to go hand in hand with 
this, seemingly, more intellectual 
approach to the problems of the 
universe. Even the religious nature 
could not deny mind and its manifest 
workings, therefore it agreed to divide 
the field with reason, keeping for its 
own exploration only the ethical and 
the mystical departments of human 
personality. As to-day science is 
weakening on the philosophic side it 
would seem that religion again is to 
be left without intellectual support.

No doubt there are many who 
believe that this kind of support is 
not necessary to a religion, that a 
man’s spiritual. need may be quick 

and his responsiveness to truths of an 
inward nature sensitive and ready 
even though his mind is not alert for 
understanding. It is asserted even 
by metaphysical and philosophic 
thinkers that intuition is a higher 
power than intellect, that it 
penetrates to essentials as the latter 
cannot do. And it is assumed that, 
while the intellectual powers may be 
developed by conscious processes, 
intuition is an endowment at birth, 
the mystery of which can only be 
observed not penetrated. As the 
mind develops, intuition actually 
works on higher planes, yet always 
and forever it is a power distinct 
from and unapproachable by the 
intellect of its possessor.

In this reasoning J see a formi
dable danger. I am sure that we are 
getting away from the wisdom of the 
great Ancients those illuminated 
souls to whose cosmic vision we owe 
the rise and the nourishment of all 
the spiritual streams that have 
flowed down to our own period. To 
these men understanding was the 
prime consideration ; they desired no 
faith or philosophy which did not 
develop out of man's own 
consciousness, experience and belief
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which are one and indivisible. Rut 
understanding apart from intellect 
is difficult to conceive.

However vital the knowledge 
conveyed through intuition j" con
sidered to be. let us ad: ourselves 
what idea the trml “ intuition ” 
conveys that sound intended to 
express man’" mist spontaneous re
actions to hi" environment and 
to his traditions. What other idea 
than that this wry spontaneity i< 
but a breaking cut into conscious
ness and cxpiV""ion of powers of 
discrimination which have been 
developed and stored m the hered
itary mind 'J Thi-- development 
has come about th. rough guided, 
intentional traming, through educa
tion, through such htHitm that the 
instinctive nature of the pupil may, 
with each generation, become a more 
refined instrument for apprehension 
and for transformation of the "erwihle 
world. The power truly within 
the disciple, but equally truly it ha" 
been rnHirahd there by a method 
which a Master, through understand
ing of his own inner processes, has 
worked out with the instrument of 
intellect. As the spiritual facior 
lacking in the world to-day is the 
Master rather than the willing pupil, 
the only course which po-.sibly con'd 
offer an as-urance of sucress in 
finding ground upon which the 
spiritual life can "gcurely re"t, would 
seem to be so to develop men's 
spiritual powers that they may be 
brought into the sphere of conscious
ness of those few Masters who have 
been able to speak with perfect 
assurance upon the problems of lite, 
of man, of universal values.

This of course not to coniuse 

intellect with the reasoning faculty. 
It is just because intellect is so far 
beyond this faculty so much more 
exacting that mankind almost uni
versally refuses to meet intellect’s 
demands and side-step" into dogma, 
metaphysics. s y s t e m-m a k i n g . 
romanticism, humanitarianism, 
p-ychism, false mysticism. and what 
not. “ Thou shall not make unto 
thee any graven image or atiy like
ness of anything that is in the 
heaven above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under 
the earth ” was the ancient Hebrew 
command. Why not ? Because the 
image, once made, will be worshipped 
and the creative inner process which 
should go on continuously, daily 
transforming the forms and the 
experiences of the actual life into 
spiritual energy and interior vision, 
will cease. And as life, in the last 
analysis, is nothing but growth, no 
such impasse can be accepted, how
ever high above the level of natural 
man it may have the appearance of 
standing.

If these thoughts now be turned 
toward the problem of religious 
institutions, they will, I believe, 
demonstrate the necessity of these ■ 
however opposed the institution 
may seem to that creative process. 
The anomaly is only apparent. The 
masses of men are not ready for the 
creative process but must he looked 
upon a" vehicles of instinct i ve 
powers gradually accumulating and 
becoming etherealized. It is from 
such a mas", and after effort defi
nitely directed to a deeply desired 
goal for human genius that the 
individual powerful to create in the 
intellectual world now and again 
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moves out.
What would be said of the attitude 

of Jesus toward the institution? Did 
he condemn it. and lias it been We 
the failure of men to understand his 
condemnation that has caused 
organized religion to travesty Christ’s 
teachings^ The matter wi 1' be 
clarified by recognizing that Jems, 
though indubitably the spokesman 
of a syncretic idealism influenced by 
tile greater culture of his age, yet 
fundamentally adhw.-d to the 
Hebrew intellectual process of 
resolving all phenomena back to the 
essential underlying type ; for in the 
type the law of being and growth 
will be found and once this it- 
found it will be for the intelligence 
to apply it to the phenomenal 
appearances.

In common with tile other great 
ancient peoples a question of 
paramount importance to the 
Hebrews was that of leadership. 
The goal of effort in an
tiquity was the evolution of man 
along an unpredictable line until 
eventually he should come to realiza
tion and expression of his own 
godlike essence. The end was 
cultural and spiritual, not political 
and utilitarian even on a high 
social level. It was the inner world 
which received attention, not the 
outer.

The Hebrew race. abo\e any 
which has a historic record, either 
carried over from a preceding 
universal culture, or itself developed, 
a sense of organic relationships of 
which the need to understand typical 
forms would be an expression. The 
people looked for the int.e'lectual. 
spiritual and ■scu.rial leadership which

would approximate most nearly
to types. These they found
in the Prophet. the Priest,
the King and the Sage. These
forms dominate Hebrew his-
tory and when we read what 
seemingly is a record of actual events, 
in reality we have before us a study 
and appraisal of the interplay of 
these commanding forces and of their 
effects upon the Hebrew cultural and 
ethical ideal. Thus, with Abram, 
Xrchor and I largo are presented the 
I’rophet., th? Priest and the King, 
owpectivelv. With Sham. Ham and 
Japhet the Priest, the King and the 
Prophet, in the order of their 
influence. After the Babylonish 
Captivity, when the leaders viewed 
the great debacle not only of 
Hebrew but of all religious cultures, 
Job (as the Prophet! most deeply 
laments the spiritual catastrophe, 
while Eliphaz as the Priest. Bildad 
as the nation-builder and Zophar as 
representative of the Wisdom School, 
salve their wounds, each with the 
metaphysics which he has built up.

When we come to the time of 
Christ, an assimilation of cultures 
has taken place and the resulting 
philosophies show traces of the 
motives, the needs and the ideals 
characteristic of each. The new 
order, consequently, would not 
exactly repeat the forms of the old. 
Moreover, io the general intellectual 
lewd was higher, it would, in its 
principles of organization, approxi
mate more closely to the ideals of 
tho<e ancient disciplines which took 
chit'lly into account the developed 
individual, to produce him, or- when 
in existence to direct him to his 
most dynamic functioning.
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Jesus was confronted by the 
problem of creatively imagining a 
world society in which all relation
ships should be organic with reference 
to the essential elements of a world 
culture, to fundamental types and to 
the goal of a universal humanity ; 
all taken over from the Hebrew, .And 
again, as always, the vital, the 
imperative question was that of the 
order and the quality of leadership. 
Upon the solution of this problem de
pended the very structure of society, 
as man in his humanity stood above 
the national man, as the inward life 
raised its fabric above the outward 
life. A hierarchy graded strictly 
according to spiritual evolution must 
replace the political order.

What was the social design that 
Jesus tried to introduce into the 
chaos of national and political ir
rationalities ? I believe it to have 
been by order of rank, the Master, 
the interior group of Initiates, 
sufficiently advanced to react 
sympathetically and intelligently to 
the wisdom of the Master to 
become inflamed with his ideals ; the 
Institution to dramatize these 
ideals to the masses, thus inducting 
sensibility and mind into the chaos 
of impulsive life ; and lastly, and 
inevitably, the masses themselves.

It will be said, no doubt, in 
objection to this view, that Jesus 
elicited more response from the 
masses than from the representatives 
of the institutions. Exactly so. But 
to which did he go first ? Ilis 
definitely directed effort was toward 
the synagogue and the temple, in the 
hope of finding in these some 
lingering purity through which the 
Hebrew institutions might be re

vitalized and opened to a new vision. 
It was only when this hope proved 
illusory that Jesus looked among the 
masses for an individual here and 
there who should manifest ripeness 
for his spiritual kingdom : and, in the 
main, it was the people that followed 
Jesus not Jesus who specifically 
went out to the people. His. 
recognition of the mass element as 
the one most difficult in the spiritual 
problem was complete ; he accepted 
the undifferentiated mass as perhaps 
no other leader had done, even in 
Athens ; his “ sign ’’ was Jonah 
first missionary to a heterogeneous 
undeveloped horde which had no 
racial claim upon the Hebrew; he 
knew the age-old tragedy of sheep 
unshepherded ; but he did not give 
his interior thought to the people at 
large except in terms which only an 
advanced soul here and there, who 
intellectually did not belong to the 
mass, could comprehend. He spoke 
trom the heart only to those who 
were willing to leave father, mother, 
wife or child to follow him. And 
here he would admit no equality. 
The disciple is not on a level with 
the Master. If he were, he himself 
would be a Master. The very word 
Master means, an inquirer an 
intense seeker one who has pene
trated the mystery of life and whose 
spirit has gained control over all 
impeding conditions of the physical 
world.

Yet how great a work is that of 
this company of Higher Men, 
attached to nothing except the 
endeavour to place on all phenomenal 
appearances the stamp of those 
imperishable types upon which the 
visible world rests 1 They are 
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motivated by the ideal of a con
tinuously evolving humanity and 
illumined by that divine love which 
they see most fully incarnated in 
their Master but which also is the 
medium in which is revealed to them 
the essentially aspiratory nature ol 
all embodied life -even that of the 
subhuman creation, groaning and 
travailing in spirit, waiting for the 
manifestation of the sons of men.

The severely intellectual nature of 
their task would reside in the 
perennial necessity of keeping pure 
all social movements- especially 
those of religion by repeated 
immersion of mind and conscience 
in their source waters, and of 
penetrating through al! the aspects 
which life exhibits to the nature of 
the forces imprisoned in her ever
changing forms, A comprehensive 
supervision of the general cultural 
life would be the indispensable group 
activity, while the prophets and 
other interpreters among the Initiate 
body would keep in living touch with 
the general life.

The only social order in which 
Jesus had any interest at all is one 
which would fall within the outlines 
suggested above. And certainly' it 
was just such a one as this that the 
apostles and the missionaries of the 
early church tried to put into effect. 
If it bad risen in the purity of its 

first principles like a mighty temple 
of Mind in the midst of the political 
states, how magnificent a social 
structure would exist in the world 
to-day, as a cohesive force and a 
pledge of unbroken progress !

As all things are in flux ; as the 
confused mind of Christendom is 
turning back to contemplate anew, 
and under fewer restrictions than 
ever Ire fore, that Master Personality 
without whose interpretation of God 
and man life to-day would be un
imaginable even to the indifferent 
were they to stop to think should 
it not be the major task of the 
highly endowed men and women of 
our age to conceive and to lay the 
foundation of such a structure as- 
through conformity to those laws 
which bind all beings, in creative, 
organic relationships would con
serve all the essential values 
of the past and provide for 
men’s powers freer and higher 
expression (han ever has been 
known before? .And if the effect 
eventually should be. as inevitably 
it must, to subordinate nationalism 
to culture, to evolution ; to concen
trate in the design of the flower what 
is elementally in the root- what else 
could be said of such a result than 
that mankind at last had found the 
highway of ils ever-moving life ?

Emu.y Hamhlfx



[J. O. Beresford needs no intmduction to our readers. lie has just finished 
writing, " 1 Believe" which delines his position and philosophy--Ens.|

The subject is one to tempt the 
scholar, but, even if 1 had the ability 
and the material to examine the 
patristic literature and the various 
other sources that afford an account 
of the peculiar turn of thought 
developed through the Dark Ages, 
though I might be able to add certain 
interesting historical facts to our 
world records, I should probably do 
no more than that. What I wish 
to write of in this article has a wider 
scope, and for that reason need not 
be documented. The examination 
and citation of authorities in this 
connection would reduce our range of 
thought. Scholarship deals inevitably 
with specialised studies.

The point of departure assumed for 
the present essay is the assertion that 
in the history of religion as known to 
us over a period of ten thou wind 
years, there have been always two 
main roads of approach to the inner 
wisdom; and they have been 
incompatible one with the other. Y r 
recognise them a> the ways of Hatha
Yoga and Raja-Yoga, but they have 
found different names in other 
countries and other periods. The 
first way is that of self-development 
through separation, the second 
through contact. Both seek the 
development of the spirit, the raising 
to consciousness of the true ego, or 
the immortal principle, in order to 
obtain that complete integration of 
the phenomenal “ selves ” that by 
their balance of qualities produce the 

temporal personalities which we and 
our friends regard as representative of 
our character. But the methods 
adopted to achieve this result are 
different in their assumptions of 
principle, and the ends when reached 
are not, we believe, identical.

The last statement presents an 
immense question to which I can 
only tentatively suggest an answer. 
For if the Yogi attains his perfect 
realisation of the immortal principle, 
is it possible that that element of the 
world-soul can differ in quality from 
another element separated by another 
method ? Can we assume that the 
immortal principle of one developed 
by the way of I-Iatha-Yoga lacks still 
some virtue, the absence of which 
debars its entrance into the Nirvana 
of the One in the Many ? I believe 
that we must assume that, although, 
the inner meaning of that difference 
far surpasses my powers of under
standing. That 1 do believe it, 
nevertheless, is due to my realisation 
that the doctrine is integral in nearly 
all myths and religious teachings.

The Jewish myth of the Fall of 
Man traces it to his acquisition of the 
knowledge of good and evil, implying 
thereby an emergence from the world
soul and a confrontation of what we 
have, naturally but erroneously, come 
to regard as the essential duality of 
spirit and matter. The casting out of 
Satan from Paradise is another 
statement of the same truth, as is also 
the Ormuzd and Ahriman of Zoro
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aster. Indeed, is there any religion 
throughout history that is not based 
primarily on this assumption oi 
almost equally balanced powers 
representing Good and Evil, Love and 
Hate? And, as I have said, we have 
fallen into the very easily explicable 
error of regarding this dualism as 
that of Spirit and Matter, a differen
tiation that it becomes continually 
less possible to uphold. For if all 
matter has life and some degree, how
ever elementary, of consciousness, we 
must assume that all matter is an ex
pression of spirit ; and on that 
assumption alone, can we account for 
an explanation of the One in Many. 
Nevertheless I claim that the theory 
of a dualism, reaching beyond the 
limitations of the temporal, spatial 
universe, must have some justification 
and that that justification is to be 
found in this fundamental opposition 
of the ways of approach to a knowl
edge of what we call God. the 
conception of a prevailing Unity. We 
may believe that this duality, also, 
will be finally resolved, though not 
perhaps in the course of the presenl 
cosmic cycle.

With this statement oi personal 
faith, I can now approach the subject 
of Christian asceticism in so far as we 
can trace in it a definite aspect of 
Hatha-Yoga. It may seem at fust 
sight that no warrant for the practice 
could be found in the life and 
reported words of Jesus. Taking the 
Gospels as a whole, we should be 
justified in saying that he was one oi 
the great Adepts, those Lords of 
Compassion who have voluntarily 
reincarnated to help the struggling 

masses of mankind. As such we 
should expect to find him living a 
social life, preaching the power of 
love, and generally exhorting the 
world to follow the path of Raja
Yoga in continual contact with our 
fellow-men. In all these things our 
expectation is fulfilled, and if there 
had been no qualification of the 
essential message we might well 
wonder how a violent Christian 
asceticism, of the Simon Stylites 
order, could possibly find any pre
cedent or justification in what was 
regarded as the literal inspiration of 
the Gospels.

But, as a matter of fact, we find 
Jesus reported as preaching here and 
there that other approach to under
standing which we have implicitly 
condemned. Such texts as that begin
ning "If thine eye offend thee, pluck 
it out. . . . " and " l'nles< a man hate 
his father and mother, and his 
brother and his sister, and his wife 
and his children, he cannot become 
my disciple," me. taken at their face 
value, direct exhortation to bodily 
mutilation and separation from the 
world. And -meh they must 
certainly have been read by those 
who sought to attain what they 
presumedly regarded as a Christian 
ideal by such perverse methods.

Moreover they would have found 
further encouragement in many other 
records of Christ’s leaching. The 
parable of Dives and Lazarus 
presents earthly sufferings, patient
ly endured, as a means to attain 
future bliss.*  The emphasis on 
humility may be taken as an invita
tion to humiliate the flesh rather than 

* \ possible interpretation of this fable is that Lazarus had earned a yood karma in 
his next incarnatiofl, as Dives certainly had not.
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as a warning against spiritual pride. 
Finally, we find here and there in the 
Gospels that threat of Divine 
punishment for sinners which has 
been so extraordinarily rich in un
Christian effects.

Now, the influence of all these 
passages, although they directly 
contradict the general spirit and 
teachings oi Jesus, has been infinitely 
more strongly marked in Church 
history than the influence of the 
Gospel of Love. They have given a 
handle to priestcraft, they arc 
responsible for the prolific growth ol 
dogma, and are still in the forefront 
of the beliefs of all the Christian 
Churches. Indeed, we may well pau-e 
to wonder whether they actually 
emanated from Jesus himself, or 
represent the personal reactions 
of those who were responsible for 
the collation of the four Gospels 
after his death.. One thing i- 
certain. If ihe record oi Christ'-- 
lift and teaching had diw-ow-red 
no -uch coni.ratiicioi-y pto-iwo-, 
they would inevitably haw been 
grafted on to the heck at some period 
in the history of the Churches that 
nominally took his name and adopted 
the symbol of the cross. For the way 
of Hatha Yoga h more IogicaJ mid 
makes a nearer appeal to tile human 
intellect and the human pawiom Hum 
ihe way of Love,

We see, llierdore, that the tierce 
asceticisms of the earlier Cbri<1ian 
Churches need no explanation. 
Mankind, among its many contradic
tions, combines the desire lor ease 
and comfort with the desire for self
immolation, Religious orgies among 
the most primitive peoples lead to the 
lust for inflicting wounds, in some 

cases fatal wounds, upon the bodies 
of the worshippers : and masochism, 
the impulse to self-torture, finds a 
host of recognised and unrecognised 
expressions under the trappings and 
disguises of modern civilisation. 
Among the earlier ascetic^ this 
impulse reached an advanced stage ol 
self-discipline, and no doubt was 
carried much further than it would 
otherwise haw been because it could 
find the authority of the Gospels -in 
texli of the kind 1 have quoted -and 
was therefore applauded by the 
Churches’ representatives who in 
many cases conferred the title of 
Saint on this type of ascetic after his 
death.

Both applause and canonization 
can be readily understood. They are 
as readily forthcoming now as they 
were nineteen hundred years ago. We 
admire courage and indifference to 
personal comfort as embodying great 
\ irtues ; and although -or possibly 
because we are ourselves incapable 
of the great effort of will combined 
«.■itli the lihemling inditfeience to 
social claim-- r meh mafa-s the ascetic, 
we admire ii ¡a othei w The observa
tion that man can lace and repudiate 
oil the gro wer desires of the body, 
giws as Hie satisfaction <>f realising 
I bat it is the Spirit and not the ilesh 
which v. ill lie the nil miate conqueror : 
and v.e find in that olm-rvatioii the 
vicarious satisfaction which is the 
bail of so much ecclesiastical propa
ganda. The mass of Chri'-tians, now 
as always, find their evasion of lhe 
need for personal responsibility in 
the conception of tlie scapegoat.

There is, however, one aspect ol 
the kind of asceticism under discus
sion, which is less considered and 
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far less admirable. This is 1 he lact 
that self-immi'lation of this type 
seeks to conquer certain tempkilioic 
only by avoiding (hem. Thi- may 
not be true of the Yogi. bill it is 
certainly true of many ol the Eady 
('hrictiail emetic--. T'f rv enek i-ed 
Iliemse’.vc?- ¡¡1 mon-t'leri;-.. m vhu'h. 
for example, no women ;vcre admit
ted. and hound tbem»clvc< by rules 
that had the rigidity of a savogc 
taboo. And there can be no self
mastery by that road. Tf a dauTuM 
elects to live in ¿tn island on which 
alcohol is unprocurable. he may 
deserve commendation for volunta
rily abandoning his vice, but he 
cannot be said to base conquered it 
until Ire has won the ability not to 
drink without suffering a single pang 
of desire lor further indulgence. The 
ascetic in his cell or the drunkard on 
his island is not a tree man. Only 
those who have so far conquered 
their desires that they can look 
nearly upon temptation without 
desire and without disgust, cun be 
credited with the rare achievement 
of seK-mastery.

Further evidence of 'canons 
misconceptions made by the 
Christian ascetics, both in theory 
and practice, is afforded by the 
inference that none of them seem to 
have attained to any considerable 
power over gross matter. V,’e have 
accounts o[ " miracles,” but they 
are all of what, we may regard m- 
the simple, primary order. For no 
cure of the type we associate with 
faith healing, can be directly attrib
uted to the supernormal powers oi 
the healer, unless such cures are 
produced in the abundance mid 
variety reported of Jesus whose 

claim to adeptship, in this connec
tion, i> supported also by other 
examples- ol this power to influence 
matter at a distance. The develop
ment of an impres-Jve personality 
in the hwder and the enormous 
suggestive influence oi the viriue 
al ■ o-.'hed I him by com mon repoi l, 
are quite jillicient Io explain any 
dialing miracle oi this type. (Such 
” miracle ” occur mart1 often than 
i; general!.' "upposcd m Europe at 
the pr.'-eiil tune ; a few of them 
wiliioui (Ik mtcrpo-itimi of any 
religious (I'g-nt. while none of the 
tem.ainder i- aiuibuted, least oi ail 
by the Churches, to the powers of 
those who base '.win to self-mastery 
by tile practice of Yoga.i

Some explanation of what, we can 
only regard as the failure of the 
early Christian ascetics to reach 
even the lowest degrees of adeptship, 
may be afforded by the suggestion 
that they could not have been 
sufficie ntly single-minded. tn the 
Ea<t there h abundant testimony to 
the ” -upernatural ” powers of the 
Yogis, -ome of whom retain them 
after having abandoned "the way” 
in order to display their powers for 
worldly reasons, and thereby lay 
them-elvtw open to the charge of 
piactismg Flack Magic. But in the
F.a<t  there is none of the divided 
purpow that must have affected the 
devotion ot the Chrician ascetic-'. 
How could these fail to hesitate in 
some degree between the incompat
ible methods o! Hatha and Baja 
Yoga seeing that the latter via- 
nnque--tionably the true principle of 
the teacher from whom they 
professed to derive their inspiration? 
It is true that the human ability for 
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self-deception seems to be almost 
unlimited, and it is possible (hat 
some of the more fanatical ascetics 
were able to defend their practice on 
the authority of a single uncharac
teristic text, as did the majority of 
Christian Ministers at the beginning 
of the Great War. But those 
exceptions were almost, certainly not 
of the tope to qualify for even the 
lowest grades of adept ship, and the 
others may, tw f have suggested, 
have beeis handicapped by the 
attempt to reconcile two practices 
which we know to he incompatible. 
The first anal i Vat ion for the dr-ci pit 
or the t'keki is single-mindedness. 
Jesus, himself, continually underlined 
that maxim. And aimed inevitably 
those early ascetics must have halted 

between two opinions even as they 
do to this day.

This article does not profess to 
do more than offer a lew suggestions 
in connection with the more fanatical 
asceticism reported of the Early 
Christians ; and it must not be 
inferred that the general practice of 
asceticism is thereby condemned. 
The form specifically treated here is 
asceticism ol the wrong type, which 
is that of Separation. The way ol 
asceticism for those who would 
follow the path of Raia-Yoga or. lor 
that matter, of the true Christian 
ideal, is sdf-mastcry ('never sell
torture1 through a full and various 
relationship with humanity. It i< 
the harder way of the two.

J. [). BERESIORD

VERB.! ER El AV I,VS >.\ l \.\IC OITLWK"

My attention has just been drawn to 
the very appreciative review by Clifford 
Bax of Terrier Elwin'< book, Livres kom 
the Jungle (Tuts Auyax Path. March 
1937'.!. As Terrier Elwin has modestly 
retired again to liw jungle, may I be per
mitted, as one of ins friends in this coun- 
trv. to answci your teviewet's (tueries ?

Veirier Elwin went Io India stv 
years ago as ati Anglican priest, and 1 
first met him at the Christa Seva Sangha, 
near Poona, lie was already at that 
time closely identified with the Indian 
Renaissance and getting into trouble with 
Church and Stale tor jus open sympathy 
witfi every movement for social or polit
ical emancipation.

After a short visit to England in If»32 
Ehvin returned to India with the object 
of building up tlie settk merit in the Cen

tral Provinces, of which he writes in his 
htxik. After being t.old by one bishop 
that fie was doing the Devil's work and 
by another that his outlook was Satanic, 
he realised that no help could be expect
ed from the Church for the work which 
he legatded as essentially Christian. He 
therefore left the Church, and whilst re
maining a Christian has sought neither 
to preach nor to proselytise. To his be
loved Bonds he has endeavoured to bring 
elementary education and elementary 
hygiene ; and to his friends in the West 
he has given a valuable account of these 
primitive people which should have ¡x?r- 
marient value in the archive1-, of anthro
pology.

London. RhCixAi it Rev smuts
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PHYSICS BECOMES METAPHYSICS

.-X book by Karl Darrow is always a 
delight, lie writes well and interesting
ly, atid is free from that, common failing 
of many scientific writers : the disincli
nation t.o say anything ill at. some of their 
readers might already know. In addi
tion he has the ability, and above all he 
makes the effort, to make himself ckar. 
Only those who have earnestly striven 
for it can fully realize hew <1 d'liculL an 
achievement this is. Contemporary 
physics is probahly the most complex, 
the most involved, the most technically 
abstruse topic of twentieth-century 
knowledge. It has grown so rapidly 
during the last forty years that these has 
been no time for a iihiloso] >hica) 
synthesis m a consolidation of the posi
tion attained, which is almost essential 
as a foundation for a clear presentation. 
One must intnrprel physics on the run, 
and under this handicap the presentation 
of an interesting and comprehensible 
account of the outstanding attainments 
of atomic physics, together with some o' 
their philosophical implications, is an 
accomplishment of the first rank.

Modern physics dates from the ternary 
of years beginning with 1895. In that, 
year came the discovery of X-rays ■ 
serving warning that a new era was about 
to begin. The following year brought 
the first knowledge of radio- activ
ity- -and the permanency o' the atom 
began to crumble. XVilh the discovery 
of the electron in the succeeding year. 
Ihe very existence of matter was denied, 
for it now began to be clear that matter 
was not matter, but electricity. This, of 
course, was only the beginning the 
beginning of tlw end for Ihe old physics, 
die physics of mallei, light, electricity 
and magnelism as sejiarale entities, and 
the beginning of the growth of the new’ 

physics, which while still growing has 
already reached the stage of realizing 
that all these four elemental things, for
merly supposed independent, arc in real
ity but aspects or forms of one elemental 
phenomenon electricity.

Dr. Darmw does not, of course, pre
sent a complete picture of modern phys
ics. Such an accomplishment in a three- 
hundred-pagc book written for the. lay
man win:Id be beyond the realm of pos
sibility. and undoubtedly the thought 
of doing so was never in his mind. What 
he has done, however, is to de
scribe smile of the major features of 
atomic sttnetur<-, to indicate the type- 
of experiment that led to their discovery, 
and to daw the changes in our concep
tions of the material universe that have 
been made necessary as a result. Since 
matter is now known to be electrical in 
nature, he starts with electricity, begin
ning with the forms in which we first 
knew-- it, and then leading us through its 
more hidden aspects and incarnations 
to the culminating achievement of the 
present century the demonstration that 
matter, light, magnetism and electricity 
are mutually convertible and of the un
derlying unity of materia! nature.

Jti our ordinary non-scientific life we 
deal with things that fall within only a 
certain range of magnitude. Perhaps 
nothing better indicates the alien world 
in which the physicist labours than a 
comparison of some of lire magnitudes 
with which lie must deal with some of 
those we are accustomed to. If in ordi
nary life wo want to convey the impres
sion that something is extre-mely light, 
we might say that it weighed only a frac- 
t ion of an ouiici-. Something that 
weighed only a twenty-eighth of an ounce, 
for exampie. would certainly be consid- 

* Tin- of f'liysirs. Bv Kaul K, Dawuow. (The Macmillan Co. New
York.! ’ '
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cred light. and an object of this weight 
would have a mass ol jusl about one 
gramme the baste unit of mass used m 
physical measurements.

Consider, on the other hand, one of 
tire most common particles dealt with 
bi' Hie physicist the electron. tlm unit 
ol negative ’'lectucily. This small 
paiticle the physicist uses as a tool ioi 
a wide vai icty of purpose a. it is a daily 
assistant m his atomic midio ; lie i\in 
measure it.s velocity, us amount ol 
chaige. its enirgy ami even its mass. 
When he tells us its mass, however, he 
must use liguit'. that are almost mean
ingless to us. So small is the eieclitin 
that neaily l()1UOi).()U().r'Ki(l1()i 
UljI.WJO.l.Ht!i of them would be requmd 
to equal a single gramme- in mass and 
it takes a mass ot 2S iiranirnis to equal 
an ounce.

Astounding as me these iigtms of 
magnitude, then effect is dwarfed by the 
mystery of particles and waves. Before 
the beginning of tins era, physicists were 
familiar with a wide variety of particles, 
even clown to the minute atoms and 
molecules, and they knew very well how 
they behaved. They also were familial 
with many forms of waves, from those 
of the sea. through the more rareiied 
ones of sound, and to the etheric ones of 
light. Eor these also they knew the laws 
of behaviour and the infallible signs of 
identification. Everything wiih which 
the physicist had to do could be cl a s-ed 
either as particles or waves everything, 
that is, hut light. Because ot the 
extremely tenuous character of light 
there was considerable uncei taint y a? 
to whether it was a stream of panicles 
or a tram of waves, '¡'hat it was one or 
the other, they we m ceitairu that it could 
lx1 both was inconceivable. Within this 
peiiod of which Dr. Darrow writes, how
ever. this inconceivability has become 
fad it lias even become prevalent fact., 
perhaps universal fact. Not only does 
light have its particle and its wave as
pects. but the electron and all the sub- 
microscopic panicles with which physics
deals have been shown to be waves as 

well as pa Hide?. The accoum of the 
studies that have revealed these things 
is fascitiat ing. and no 1: u<- lover of 
knowledge can afford to miss it.

Inteis-sring as it is in its own right, 
and to pi.- pie of all faiths and philoso
phies. Ibis pniik is of very spicir-il hnpott 
l<' T h<-os'’pg ¡s’ s. E- i I hem i! t- a vmdi ■ 
cat i: nr. a sn Im ant r d co’ i cbo: ti i- m, of 
many of their teachings. Yeats before 
this present jw rhxl of physic?. ';. '.'>■<'sophy 
had taught iiiat matter urn- -iecl lieu y 
wen- Coiivi ruble that e.-.ch Wti-. the- 
oHier. It had taught Him th-- minute 
elemental panicles of even the deadest 
and num passive puts- of matter were 
tn rtmid mid c-miHmmus vibration that 
all nmure was vibrant. 'Die confirma 
tion of these padimgs by contenuioraiy 
physic, is th.tw :: mst pleasing obeisance 
hv m- d-i ii pin. sies Io 11. J1. Blavatsky 
and the message she brought. Theos
ophy did more than slate lhese ti-i diings. 
howevc-i : u predicted their vetilication 
by science. Writing in 1 ERa. Mme. 
Blavatsky predicted :

Betw..-iti Hus time and 1WT tlwm wjl; be 
a large rem made in the Vet! of Xtsmre, 
and rtiau-i taii-ait' science will ii-o-ivt- a 
if-ath-blo'.i ,

Ol how true (his was. Dr. Darrow's 
book is the surest evidence. After point
ing out in many places that matter is 
electricity, he goes further in bis final 
summary by saying : " the lixity of
matter itself ha.< vanished, for we are 
able to emiven its substance from We 
form of electrical particles into the form 
of light." The imderlvie-g unitv of na
ture. the fact that all both life and 
matter springs bom basic substance, 
winch lias always been one of the funda
mental tenets of Theosophy, receives 
Hie approval of science through Dr. 
I farrov.-'s ch sing lines :

Tilt- bt-licf 1 li;:1 till dimes arc mad:- ol ;i 
sm.tlli- ■-.llb-.'ame is eld as tfinmzht il-o.ll : but 
ours is tin- iii-ncralicn which, fir-l of al! in 
tii-loty. is alee lo rcccivi- llu- imi’v of N't-i- 
ntfe no; r.s bas--ii-.s doimia a hopeless 
aspitalion, but a pnneitke- of sit-tici- based 
on nroof ps sharp and t.Ti ar a< anylhing 
which is kum

Philip Cti.-u’tx Jones
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3/ oslem JTmaCH Etiter /I \ew World. 
By Kith Epances Woousmai.i,, 
(George Allen and Unwin. Lt.d.. London. 
12s. (Hi.-I

Miss Woodsmall spent nine years in 
Y.W.C.A. work in Turkey and Syria. 
Later she received a travelling fellowship 
from the Rockefeller Foundation to study 
at first hand the problems of Moslem 
women in the Near Last and India. She 
met and talked to Moslems in Turkey, 
Syria. Egypt. Palestine, Tians-Jordan, 
Iraq, Iran and Northern India. The 
result oi hei investigations is Moslem 
Ho nice Hnicr .-1 .Vein HeriT which 
gives a complete piciuie of the new 
social and educational movements that 
are emancipating Eastern women.

'The attlhor divides her survey into 
six parts, dealing with family problems, 
the education of girls, the economic role 
of Moslem women, the better health 
standards that are being evolved, the 
awakening of women io political reali
ties and, finally, the changing attitude 
to the Islamic faith. Iler method is 
essentially out1 of comparison. In 
discussing health, for example, she diaws 
instructive parallels between infant wel
fare in the countries she visited, jxrints 
out differences in approach and the 
obstacles that have to be faced in 
different places. 'This is a valuable 
and original method. So I ar we have1 
had scpurati1 studies of iiie development 
of Eastern countries after their impact 
with Westen: in’lueiice, but the compar
ative method has rarely Ire: used. 
Miss Wocdmiall is impartial and 
SCR otitic, though she often recoids 
actual convei sat ions, and pera trial im ■ 
pie>si(>n< of Moslem leaders anil imr 
si >n: 11 it ics.

The Indian reader will not Ire sin- 
prised to tuid that India lags behind 
countries like Tinkey. Egypt and liar, 
in the movement for the emancipation 
of Moslem women. 'The burqa, the 
practice of purdah, the stiong prejudice 
against the education of girls, early 
tnarriages, polygamy- - all this evidence of 
a hardened conservatism is stronger m 
this country Ilian in others, (hough a 
few Moslem women leaders carry on a

vigorous campaign against these prac
tices. The tidal wave of nationalist 
sentiment has swept away these anti
quated customs in Turkey. In that 
country, (he separation of Church and 
State has been made and so the cry 
that religion is in danger is riot raised 
when social customs are altered. In 
Egypt, Islam is still the authority on 
social matters but. a definite effort has 
been made to change outworn customs 
within the framework of the Horan. But. 
in India, Moslems tend to cling to their 
customs partly because they are a 
minority and partly because India is 
under foreign rule. Miss Woodsmall 
quotes a Cairo sheikh who remarked : ■

Egypt is under Moslem authority. India 
under foreign. Social legislation based on 
a re-interpretation of the Koran is more 
possible therefore in Egypt lhan in India.

The author cites, however, the liberal
ising forces of the Aligarh t wrongly 
spelt, as Aligahr in the btxtk ! and the 
Ahmadiyali movements (hough she 
thinks that they incline to be more 
philosophical than practical. A really 
radical movement among Indian 
Moslems to end the disabilities of 
women docs not yet exist.

Indian .Moslems seem to be afraid 
that the discarding of ancient customs 
by 'fur kish women may mean the 
collapse of (he Islamic faith. 'The best 
reply (o this is the reply given by a 
Turkish leader io a Moslem woman from 
Jerusalem :

He have ul cd teligion troin ext.iT-
liais and rnrrelc it peTsonal. Religion is not 
a mailer of clothes the veil and the fez. 
Il is noi bared on lorm but feeling. The 
repudiation of Islaniic formalism therefore 
docs riol mean giving tip Islam. The women 
ol Pale-dim' may be mine outwardly 
reliitioi'.s in the oithodox senre o! Islam but 
not necessarily more ti illy religious in the 
inner mean in g ol the le rm plan are lhe 
mtirliii of Turkey,

It is interesting to watch the double 
mowment that is taking place in the 
Near East. At the ancient University 
of Al Azhar in Cairo, (he modernisation 
of Islam proceeds slowly through a 
gradual re-interpretation of the Koran 
in accordance with the spirit of contem
porary life. It is significant that science 
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and comparative religion have been 
added to the curriculum there. On the 
other hand, at Istanbul, Islam is being 
reshaped as a personal religion and the 
interpretation becomes more and more 
the affair of the- individual beltevc-r. 
This is strikingly reminiscent of the 
historical changes that have taken place 
in other religions, notably Christianity, 
when the emphasis was shifter! from 
the dogmas of the Church io the 

reasoned belie! of the individual. There 
can be ne, doubt that this way lies the 
road to spiritual freedom.

ITowt-a /T'Ar ,1 ATn H-’orM 
is an excellent piece of icsearch. com
bining scientific investigation cvith 
human interest in a manner that makes 
the book readable by ali classes of 
people interested in the contemporary 
situation of Moslem women.

J. M. Kl’MARAPPA

Srimaii lihagaralu. Condensed in the 
Poet’s Own Words by Pandit A. M. 
Srimvasachahiak, translated by Dr. V. 
Raghavan. Foieword by Sir P. S. Siva- 
sw.mi A'li-t.’. ; G. A. Xatesan and Co.,
Madras. Re. 1 4 ot 2s.!

Western readers, even more pvthapc 
than Eastern, are already indebted to 
Mr. X'at.esan for publishing so cheaply 
abridged versions of the Kci,»aym>« and 
the Mahtibharala. Am! he has now com
pleted the triad by bringing out a con
densed version of the Sriiumi Bi;<igo1rn!a, 
the greatest and most popular of tin. 
Puranas. Pandit A. M. Srinivasachat lai 
has condensed with, skill, leaving noon 
the reader no sense of arbitrary curtail
ment, though we may iegret the absence 
of some of the hymns, while Dr. Ragha- 
van's English translation is simple and 
lucid. The Puranas. as is well known, 
were composed for popular consumption 
and they contain the truth dressed up in 
myths and stories. The Bhagm«la is 
no exception. It is. as Sir Stvaswami 
Aiyer writes iti his Forewmd. "lull of 
incredible stones and miracles, and em
bodies divergent jilnlosopliical d-ctiines, 
divers culls. stones intended to exalt 
some particular incarnation or manifefl 
tation of the Deity and stories which do 
not hesitate to attribute faults of char
acter to God."

11 PG it I'A. F.Al’SSET

Yet uneven tn style and substance as 
it is and full of extravagances disconcert 11 

ing to the liretal-minded, its value and 
charm are due to the fact that it speaks 
on however different levels to the imag
ination.

Il was thus that it brought satisfac
tion to Hie sage Vyasa who d< spite his 
intimacy with the formless .Absolute had 
to confess that he was still unhappy. He 
was told by Xarada that la dweil upon 
tiie incarnations of Lord Vasudeva for 
the reestablishment of His Kingdom 
and to sing 1 lis pure glory would bring 
him the joy and pt-ace of mind lie sought. 
And thus, according to the legend, the 
Bliagai'titd came into being. And cer
tainly thus-.- who arc jaded by the ab
stract will tied here a well of refresh
ment. For while tile stories in it vaiy 
from the homely or poetic io the fantas
tic or grotesque, the spirit of adoration 
which informs it and the illuminating 
discourses embedded in the tales feed 
alike the heart and the mind, at once 
kindling a desire for union with the I.-ord 
and Master who is " the inner soul of 
all biings,” and expoutiditig how that 
desire may be realised. And of all the 
stories t ha I of the incar nation of Krishna 
is the most captivating for the artless 
simjilicity with which it recounts the 
adventures of Him who looked ‘‘mure 
Dove-like than Dive himself” and led his 
followers by the. Grace of His being along 
the path of Devotion.
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ReR^it>n cmd Reality. By Vlt'mviLLE 
Chaxixii-Peaixl. (Macmillan and Cm. 
I.Kl., London. 7s. (irf.)

'This is ti ctlurageous bosk, for ii con- 
(a ins a philosophy which has emerged 
triumpha ¡it from ordeal by battle. fl 
was a ¡ways rare, and it 0 becoming 
inert casing iy rare, to read a bonk that is 
not mm-cly written down by its author, 
but is nd al cd to him as flower io seed. 
Mr. Cluming Pearce’s book has. thi; 
quality and. so true, is this. Ilia! whi-ihur 
you agree with him or nth somehow 
seems secondary.

The subtitle' of the book. " An Essay 
in the Christian Co-ordination of C’on- 
hariew" reveals the author's main 
theme : that, in Christ, and only in 
Christ, can lite babel of modern divided 
consciousness "and the deepening and 
widening dualism which n fleets that 
division in every pbri<c of our thought and 
life" attain harmony. But ii. is essen
tial to emphasize that. Mr. Chairing■ 
I’earce's Christ is not the commercialized 
one. Tie is. a challenge, not a Christmas 
card. He is the cosmic Christ and, 
paradoxically. Hr is also the King ot 
Outlaws.

An import ant contention of this book 
is that " Real religion is as little ame
nable to logic as life," and if that appear 
to be a truism, it will not seem one after 
the chapter headed "[existential Judg
ment " has been read. 'Phis chanter is 
long-, and is essential to deep understand
ing ot Mr. Chanirtg-Pearce's work, but

very briefly by " [existential Judg- 
nu'rif " the author means a reaction of 
the ichoti- consciousness to existence, 
whereas a logical judgment concentrates 
cue particular faculty that of reason, in 
the nairowvr connotation, of the term - 
upon the end in view. Reason of this 
eider " is a weapon of war and the ra
tionalist the most, highly developed 

specimen of iviro -iRvix." { A conten
tion which, incidentally, receives bioad- 
based support from 'I'rotter’s bistinci al 
thi: Herd iti Reacc and H'«r, a book of 
real insight and profundity, which was 
published about twenty years ago- and 
is seldom, if ever, piloted.!

Mi'. Chnning-Pearcc readily concedes 
that the decirines of Christianity are 
illogical. iriat ioiia.1, paradoxical ; but, 
possibly Ins most illuminating pages arc 
those which reveal the kinship between 
those ductrines and the Iiridings of our 
consciousness concerning life as we know7 
it nit its deeper levels. Faith is a passion 

■ and passion of every degree translates 
us to the realm of paradox. To the 
lover, the impossible is the true. " Every 
lover, in the moment of Ins exaltation, 
feels himself io be a " new man," the 
vessel and vehicle of a divine lire which 
he cannot t lieti C aiceivc to be sei 1- 
hegottvii." The doctrine of "grace’’ 
may be folly tv the world but. to the 
lover, it is a living fact. .More, it is so 
oveiwhi. immg a fact that ii obliterates 
all experience prioi to itself. 11 I 
wonder, by my troth, what thou and 1 
did. till we loved ? ’’

The parallels which Mr. Chaning- 
Pearce reveals between the way of life 
which the lover knows and the way of 
life that Christianity enjoins, afford per
llaps the most striking examples of his 
divergence from tbo-ie pious persons " for 
whom, with a fear-born blindness, sex is 
synonymous with ¿in." Indeed, this 
book-- every chapter of which demands 
arid deserves study is one from which 
many a "Chn-tiaii" will recoil as from 
an abyss. But, if Christianity is t.n have 
a fiituie. it must illuminate every abyss 
known in the lottured consciousness of 
to day. Il inu.-t be a Christianity which 
has emerged, like 1 he philosophy of this 
book, triumphant from ordeal by battle.

Claide 1 loi;miTO\

What A Ahead a) Lx? Ry (J. J). I]. 
Cmr. Sig Aimimi Saiter, Wickham 
Steei>. Sihm-.v Wj-.mi, [’.M.S. Bi..',cm-'rr. 
Lvx'imo;- Hominx. itleorge Alien and 
Unwin Ltd., London. irvi

'['his hook is very interest mg ; bui 
cbiefly becaum it dovs noi attempi tu 
answer thè <|itesi ion which is in its 1 it lo. 
Clearly I he wi iters are not prophets : 
und thè fasi on Ilio lisi, Professor 
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Hcgbeti, states quite cJcurly that he will 
not "' attempt ;.<> make any iiredid ion 
about future events." Had) wnter ana 
lyses a situation which has bion already 
dian.ti.ed since 1 he analysis was made: and 
each advocates a policy. Mr. Cole wants 
a " united front " of I.about and perhaps 
Liberal voter:- in Great Britain. But 
that tells us nothing about whether 
Capitalism is to suivive. Sii Ait.hui 
Salter is impressive and practical in lus 
proposal of a limited agrci-ment for 
international trade revival. Mr. Wick
ham Si ued pi vi -s a short histo: y rf Hit It i 
and Mussolini ; anti ¡itopose-- a firm 
agreement for Great Britain C) light wild 
l-'rance against the Fascist Dictators. 
Mr. Sidney Webb describes 1 lie Soviet 
Government ; but the title of his chapter. 
" The I'utare of Soviet Communism.'' is 
hardly justified by lii< final <tnleiici: that 
Russia is " Miprerriely the land of I lope." 
1 Pipe is little to live upon. Professor 
Blackett on " The Next War." s-i-;n< to 
aim chiefly, with Mr. Cole-, al a " runted 
front in Greal Britain for a war with 
Fascism." And Profis> -r llogln-ii on t'w 
Population Problem wem-- to be Concern 

cd chiefly to counteract the tendency til 
Great Britain towards smaller families.

As a sji/n (1f the times, (lie book is 
valuable : fot the dominant tiHe on most 
of its pages is fear of the future and 
vague longing for a situation different 
from that which the writers have 
inherited. Whether we look from Great. 
Biitam to Russia, or from the fear of 
approaching war to a plan for fighting 
Fascism, there is evidently nothing very 
cheat fid “ahead of us" in the eyes of 
the writers. And they are all " Prts 
g’(,s>ives," if mg actually all "on the 
LeftBut sandy confidence in. one's 
self and in ene's fellows is the only 
raw'llbasis for a policy. Anri again, 
are tint all the writeis blind to the tion- 
Etimpettn world ? if seems strange that, 
not one of them has referred to the very 
fundamental changes which are taking 
place both, in America and tn A<ia. The 
fear of pos-nble enemies and of inevita
ble collapse, combined with a limited 
vision of the world, may be more signif
icant of the current difficulties of Greai 
Britain and of Europe than the writeis 
intended,

C. Ibret.Tsi.i-. Bi ira-

/As ft (■>/.> lit<ll(> 0>nl lih .tg(- o! 
Reason : A Siar/y in llie Hishny o! 
Though!. By Idior lira C.\u rni-u .1. 
MOsSS'im. ■ Macmillan Co.. New York. ■

The eighteenth century ws the ra
ni reason ; and our author ri lai cs the 
thought, lirat.ory of that age by dt scrib
ing the warks of one of its hum distin
guished figure-, Bishop Butler. lie 
reviews also the work< of many oijn-r 
writers who exerted s- line influence til 
the time but aie little known to day. 
We have here an abl<■ p: eserit ui ion of 
the climate of thought which pioduced 
the works of Butler and wi- also see 
how these heliwd on the decline and 
fall of mason.

It was m many ways it remarkable 
age, this age which produced Newtonian 
physics and Lockeian empirici-m. 
People came (o believe in the- indepen
dence and sufficiency of human teasou. 
and naturally turned away from atilhot- 

ity arai revHation claimed by orthodox 
Chris!lanny. They were by no means 
irrcligr us ; only in piaci- of Christianity 
based on revelation, they would havi 
natmal religion, supported by reason. 
In nature, wi 1 hey claimed, we have 
enoiigh evidence of Divine Providence, 
and our teason gives ii< --uiìicieiit 
guidance for morality too,

Buik-r atgued in his fam: us book. 
Analogy oi Roll gioì', that u hatever 
object ions might be raised against 
Christianity could also he urged agamst 
nate ral religion. His content ton ’.us 
that if one could accept natural religion, 
one should not object to oit hodox 
Christianity. Many people no doubt 
undei stood it in that light ; but many 
also, especially in later days, drew the 
sceptical conclusion that neither Chris
tianity nor natural religion might lx- 
true. Bui lei showed rare ethical insight 
in bis Rolls Chapel Soaious and greatly 
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influenced ethical thought in England.
At the end of the age we witness the 

incompetence of reason demonstrated 
in the scepticism of flume in theoretical 
matters and in the success of Wesley's 
appeal to the heart in matters religious.

.4 Civilisation al Bay. By K. Kt X’lil 
Kaxx an. iG. .A. Natesan arid Co., 
Madras. Rs. 3.1

1 was recently compelled to emerge 
from the well-fruited and amiable Essex 
countryside and once again to take up 
residence in London. Of the Inst few 
days of my return I have t.wo very strong 
impressions. One is of newly riding in 
the tube-train and watching the uncon
trollable movements of the people as they 
were shovelled in at one station, whole
sale. and shovelled out at another. Eor 
the curious thing about them was that, 
despite this crazy energy of restlessness, 
they were all sick. Influenza was abroad. 
London was like a plague-city. Every
body was infected and white-faced. 
And yet not. for a moment could they 
rest. Not for a moment.

A second powerful impression of those 
few days is of looking through the notices 
of l-'lats to Let which were displayed in 
a stationer’s window in Hampstead. At 
the bottom of one notice, describing a 
flat which 1 thought would suit me very 
well, was printed in large letters, twice 
underlined :

No Ixdiaxs.
I fell quite ill. This was London. The 
Time-kept City. I wanted to go away 
and wash and wash and wash. This was 
middle class English Hampstead.

A plague-city indeed.
But will England and India ever 

understand and acknowledge each other's 
separate existence? It seems unlikely 
very often. The English man is inca
pable of understanding and acknowledg
ing the separate existence even of the 
English it'Dm.tin. The spiritual polarity of 
England and India is, indeed, almost 1hc 
polarity of Male and Female. And 
Europe as a whole is crazy with its own 
male conceit.

" Feminine intuition ’? " says the Eng
lishman. " Nonsense. Just [Jain damn

The work of Butler has little of 
permanent value, but this book gives a 
good detailed picture of the religious 
thought of England in the eighteenth 
cenlurv.

R. Da>

nonsense.”
And he feels precisely that about the 

more passive, more receptive and intui
tive and introverted spiritual experience 
of th<- Indian soul. .Action, initiative, 
are his gods. .Action. male energy, initia
tive' tmd logical thought. So he bullies 
and overrides the more delicate stuff of 
Indian experience precisely as he bullies 
and overrides his wife. And the total 
effect on himself, no less than on his vic
tim, is. in both cases, disastrous. He 
becomes a sick and crazy automaton, 
blundering through the plague-cities of 
his own creation in more and more 
violent frenzies of logical action till he 
finds himself in the unclean apotheosis 
of Mafent'ss and male conceit. The 
Fascist totalitarian state.

This leaves me very little room to talk 
about the book I'm supposed to be re
viewing. But perhaps to give utterance 
io these general reflections, which it has 
awakened, may be a better clue to its 
matter and quality than any amount of 
analysis and commentary could Ixl.

Let me say, quite simply, that A Civi
lisation at Bay is the first, book on India 
by an Indian writing in English which I, 
for myself, have found truly adequate, 
.Ananda Coomaraswami has written very 
adequately on purely cultural matters. 
Mulk Raj Anand, whom 1 am happy to 
call my friend, has recently begun to re
veal the hidden life of the Indian people 
m his novéis. But if the pernicious in
fluence of such interested books as 
Molhfr India is to be adequately coun
tered, a greater breadth of scope, a more 
humble and comprehensive, scholarship, 
a quii'ter fervour, are needed. These the 
late Dr. Kunhi Kantian evidently had in 
a high degree. And of these he has given 
to the full to his own world and ours in 
this book. A Ciidlisalit'in at Bay is a 
profoundly moving work. I hope it 
will be adequately read.

Rayner IIimriiNSTAi.t,
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Tolg.' : Tht- Sih-Uli- <>! !!ni!!)i. By 
I'm (x < .1 iT ■ C. 'i'.jj;Xi.17, :. ; Itidi■]■ 
arid Co., London j?-. ■

I hi- H'u'hninmni <il S/.i/o','.mi iliniiiiii. 
/ \vc hulniiici.'l nini A*  i-l iiiiuii s. By A. 
( iX.'. I!.\M I i< i , M. A., M.Sc. (. A ( -i g ■ 
Alien and I'iiwip J,id., f.■ indim. (i.'i. ■

1 timm-1 ricali y opposite in aprii < deh
llit-sc honks h.' ivi- m common i mix t in-!:
cmicirn with ii: ahii and (hi ir wmi
mendation of .-a If knowledge. Miss Ikir
pioCivds ill the imwi-n ioimubi
" Prom within. wi(Inmt " ; Mimmi
Guyoi claims dial physic.il exeicisi-s fan 
o ni i ai' in mil >i : i b 11 : l y and m.i ut;-.! hai - 
alici1 and evi n di veli ip mtuit imi in a 
high di gov. “A : :a cal di ice t can hr 
cmrocled by ibi- adopdon of a s[u-citied 
pl ISlllll'.

Tlie Hatha Yoga volumi1 is < b tin it i Ì y 
danpi-iiiiis. di-g>iie the inclusion of 
many qmt u innocuous rule:'-, ol berti th 
in ip.tard to diet, light a:id bi-at and 
some valuable suggest, im is such as 
to cm tail rest le-sne?^- and uimccc-S'-ai y 
motion. The peril i> mcmascd by the 
repeated assurance, which may dism m 
the unwary, titat all the author gives 

can be praitocd by any without dumar. 
Wr do noi think so. More diali one- 
ioni th of the book is dec; ¡ted ;; breadl
ine, exerciser which won! i.l Cefi al nly bring 
psychological rejK-rcussiom. which might 
wi-’l l:c rimrias to the imeuidid practi- 
iumcr in search id' the pimm<-..-d "iu-alih, 
happim-m and prospetity."

Miss Il-ati ir a trained p'.ycli<ii<igisi 
with lI a ligicns beni, élite dclim.-s uni
spiritual healinu us bringing the whole 
persmialily imo hairnouy with reality. 
She takes the psychoaiialyiteai pcisitimi 
that m cases of mmol disease united tn 
morbid complexes ihe vwlirn's will is 
powmliss unless the subconscious com
plex is analysed and a mb! ¡mated 
mitici found in accoi darne wtih the 
accepted ideals of the self. in spate 
of this flouting of tile adage. " Let 
sleeping dogs lie." to the wisdi >m of 
wltici; many subjecls of psyc'mamtlysi, 
will subscribe, there is much of gteal 
value in Miss I kin’s book, pat i icuiarly 
m her insistence on the individual's 
responsibility and the vital importatici' 
of heeding con-ci enee.

là. M. 11.

Ji’ hi I n> nil. l’v I'ln; a g Lf-.if M \ <Ti-am. 
; Charli e Scribner's Sons. Ltd.. London. 
12s. iid. i

The author of Spm; AMa1,'- .-WfAidogy 
is well qualified to appicciati.1 Whitman's 
qualities ami to deal lightly with his 
defects. .A prolific and at limes slipshod 
pud himself. in b.a< a ready sympathy 
for a writer who disiegardcd literary 
values, while Ins own skill in derucung 
ordinary men and women must owe 
something to the poet tvho fell as no 
poet before him "with masses and with 
specimens of people in mass." Tile 
value- of Mr. Masters's biography lies in 
this basic sympathy. His book is 
shapeless but he has collected all 
relevant lai'ts and opinions with gen
erous quotations horn Whilmanh 
writings, particularly his Prefaces and 
" Specimen Days," and from the accounts 
of those who knew him intimately and 
he lias set. all down si might forwardly 
mid with comprehension. It may be 

complained with some justice that he is 
wore compiiheiisive than critical. But 
b.-i1 gives space to the criticism of othets. 
whether it be thw ot Santayana accusing 
Whitman of deploying detail without 
ns organization, or of the psycho
analysts who of late years have found 
in him a grat ifyin.g example of the 
Xarctssan and the exhibitionist. Mr. 
A fag ei;- admii- that, there is truth in 
some of iliis. but he argui-s rightly that 
tile Freudian loses <igllt of the whole 
man in concentrating rijxiti secondary 
traits. And Ibis is particularly true with 
Whitman, The unusual combmation of 
the feminine and the masculine m him. 
t I'e setwil i venes< which underlay the 
ruggedness he proclaimed, his apparent 
sexual indifference, his s-cif-advertisemimi 
and his loafing habits can all be explain
ed in psychological or pathological terms. 
But wh:tt. he really was, the neve voice 
of a potentially new world, a genius who 
called his fellows mlo a circle of 

physic.il
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nia.gnt-t ii' a )i imacy, i ■■■. ' merle a Ted. Llii.- 
al.inormalitic'. upi which i oyel avii siIy- 
sia si-izi veil- 11u tcly I i j-■ oilh-r 
pianili alaiii>:> ol an inwmii umouiiii sa 
anil even liii- criticoni ihiit Whumati's 
only Iii-ro was hi:”.-.-ll' ¡a na( ikL'i'-'saiily 
a damning oi.?. It dciii-nd-. upw-n the 
la rguti-ss or ill? snui i ln<s>. of the vif 
which Ili! realised. Veci a in L Vt'hilman's 
'.elf was witiet dica ii vena chap and Mr. 
MaM-rs admits that lie could not exiiloie 
and di.-jiici a human sinh. [ini lev., if 
any. men have idei il iliaci themselves 
i<oingiy wiih ■?:> many people and tilings 
as hi-. There was mom of physic:;! 
tendiiiniss than spiiitca! itisifilii in this 
idi allocaim. Ì h m- Im lose m thm-;- 
as tiling?, iLÌlccted in the camlogu. a lie 
mack: in Ina verse. Tei in natine a? in 
man he le k beiii-atii all outwaid hums 
spirit ami creative thtm.i’lic. And it was 
thia spirit which iw soi.tglit to riAaw in 

"the clear love of comrades." "to 
mouse." as he wrote of Lentzs of Grass, 
"and so Hewing in men's and women’s 
heart?, young and old. endless streams 
of living. pnlsaiin.g love and friendship, 
directly from them to myself, now and 
ever." '¡'lie love of shell " a simple 
iwparate person," as he proclaimed 
lmnseif. cannot be explained away as 
"colossal egotism." For lie embraced trxi 
much with it even if Ins "adhesiveness" 
fell shoit cl the integrity itt which self 
and not■ >elf, tin1 seer and the seen arc 
profoundly one. On Whitman's religion 
mid the ntiluie of ” cosmic conscious
ness" Mr. Masters can be naively 
uncritical, Bt.n through recognising the 
largi-uess and freshness of the man he 
has come tica'er than any other biog
rapher to showing him in his life and 
work as he was.

I limn FA. Fai.'sset

The m Gaimr, By I m Vicomte 
IIixp; PE lò<.cave. ■(;. Bell and Son?, 
London. -Is. tic:1. :

'lliis work has bu.-a admuably trans
laic;! from the Fremili by A. II. Bell. 
The author, who comes ol an ohi L ri-ncli 
aristocratic family, has had experience 
as a practical dowser, in lfi3i), M. de 
France pnbli-sii-d G in drs
So;<rt'!t rs. the 1 u~-l periodical dealing 
with the- subject of divining, and in 1332 
he arranged a course of itisi ruction m 
dowsing at tin.1 ¿MT- M’U!air<- thi (ìéai<: 
at Versailles.

A short historical intruduCLioii riles 
tile first documentai y mlercnce to div ill 
mg -a condemnation by Ltdlii-r in 1318. 
The author explains in detail the 
dowser's instruments the tod and 
pendulum and the wmik' methods oi 
finding waler, petroleum, wines and 
i.-thi-r liquids, minerals and vegetablts. 
Dowsing fin- water is mon.- generally 
known than an.- some of dm other 
methods described .

In considering eresiallography, M. de 
France makes a. comparison, by means 
of the peiidulimi, of metals and ore? 
with the prisma! ic colours. L'sing a 
black pendìi him ’.villi black siring and 

stick, or a black rod with black binding, 
a sheet of black paper and seven coloured 
bits of ribbon, the author finds that the 
pendulum gives three gyrations over the 
violet ribbon and a piece of chalk, four 
gyrations '.ver indigo and iron. live, over 
copper and blue; green (indigo and 
yellow; appears to act. like gold and 
gives el<-vi'ii gyrations, silver and yellow 
seven, tin mid mange eight, platinum and 
red leu. Studying colours independent
ly ol certain substances, they appear to 
give a scries in inverse ratio " to the 
vibrations of the rays of the solar spec- 
hum." M. cle France adds :

Ii. w hardly an cxaggL-raliuti to say that 
thi:i type of ex peri mint, presents very im- 
jxitLaiu possbilitii s siu’li as the apprecl ■ 
alien ol i'lAinr-. by a maibod imfi-petident ol 
vision.

Itt the concluding chapters of ;t most 
interesting scientific handbook, the author 
relets io the impetus given to what is 
described by medical research as 
I-’a/litillii't-ii- Alitlicft!?. For diagnosis 
the pendulum is regulated over a healthy 
[¡art of the body and the variation of 
miArcmi.nt over a diseased part discover
ed, Remedies held in the left hand or 
in. a hollow pendulum restore normal 
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mo Yemeni at tile diseased part.
So model'll scientific research m mi 

unusual turritiu'y meets (lie alclu.-mical 
experiments oí Hie fifteenth Ceuimy. tlie 
Ins! mention of the dowsing wxl lx mg 
attributed by some atti ho.dt a-s t - Bawl 
Valentine, tile alchemist of timi p rieri. 
Mow it seem-- we arc to -jivti!: ( ,f 
RiidieSi¡it'xr, oi radiai i. in putCcplion. 
which m-cessitaics tin- a>si.nnpiion ¡lone 
SCuffud at by the orthodox ' timi '-ibjei't-: 
are uitln-r stir rounded by s.mic kirn! of 

magnetic tirici of force, or else emanate 
radiations of a specific nature and fre- 
(|iic-:iey. We ait- back with the vlectro- 
magne! ic mys of 7'/ii- Sun ' /Lciriw. 
.indi-i.tl. the putely mtmtive method, 
without any iiistrmnums po-sibiy. is 
called ay M. de .!■'rance '¡'¡'¡7
Meanwhile, this book can lx- recommend
ed !i< aitile t<> all who we-h to know 
wiiat ■■•cie'i-.'e i~ achievitiii m a little known 
hr Irl

B. P. I It'S f.i i.

Ihdac and Ijhii'iii Obi.r!;;-;! v. By 
GliKIXlX S. Jt'll’i. . Geolge Allrii Olid 
I. nwiti Ltd.. London. 7s. ild. 1

Ktliictd lliiory tends, m recent w:>:\ 
tu lx- inicnieii to tlx genera! theory of 
value. Lilacs is ciireniatigh-d from mem- 
physics, and it is x-mikt to set it up a- :m 
autonomous discipline. Objectivity in 
ethics com.es, conscgucritly, to be inter
preted in the light of the doctrine of the 
objectivity of valm-s.

Objectivity is either iiitunsiona 1 or 
extensional. With clear analysis and 
close masoning. Dr. Jury argues that 
the unique import of ethical terms and 
propositions is an unmistakable proof 
of the lntensiomil objectivity of moral 
judgments, logically speaking, though 
they are psychologically occasioned by 
individual feelings and sentiments and 
sociologically influenced by the prevalent 
standards of the community, l'he moral 
judgments imply, according t i tin- 
author, an " ideal, r? ¡nied" mder of 
reference -.e.g., the ideal numbers' as 
distinguished from the other ” orders of 
reference." riz., the physical, the psycho
logical and the ideational.

Granted that die ethical valms are 
ideal, are they unveriliable ’! Il they arc 
really objective, they must be verifiable. 
The ver ill cal ion of the ethical vain us. in 
the opinion of the author, dues not. 
however, mean the agreement with the 
existent and the actual, bill rather :m 
anticipatory reference lo the possible, 
and n demands at the same time a co
operative effort and a creative striving, 
on the part ot the moral agent, fur the 
actualisalion of the ideal. This sugges

t'eri. ¡i i-- liopi-d. will lind the necessary 
amp! i heat io: i ami de-, clnptii'tii in a 
film- study by du- author.

A'- against the author's cotimmion for 
the autonomy and pimrity of ethics, it 
may be m.k-rl i.’i passing that certain 
] iresupi msitions of a metaphysical 
natine ate indispensable to any valuable 
tn-ainx-m of ethical problems. This has 
been the dominant, view in Indian 
Philosuphy. In the I 'pmif.-Ttids, no less 
than in the classical Vedanta and 
Samkhya. the t réarment of ethical prob
lems does not precede, but follows the 
inaiti metaphysical enquiry. .Metaphys
ics. however, was net w ithorn a touch 
o;‘ human im.itt-st. which became the 
exclusive pmoiictiptilioii ul Buddhism ; 
this is ralhet an exception to the rille we 
tire here considering. The orientation of 
the tlii-ory of value lo the Indian ways 
of philosophising presents a more dil
ucidi (ask. 'l'he Soli stands supreme in 
the I venire] i y Í values as. according to 
the Cix’iiisitads, with the knowledge of 
(he Atman till else is known. The ob
jectivité of moral obligations is not 
denied but the validily of the ethical 
imperative is cortlmed (o (lie sphere of 
the phenomenal and the relative. In the 
empirical realm the demand of the good 
i> ab:'; lately valid, though the man who 
has realised the Self is considered to be 
beyond good and evil.

Dr. Jury's b-'ok is a valuable o'til rii in
tinti to the solution of the problem of 
ethical objectivity and value, and as 
such will be read with interest by all 
serious student-: of elhics.

D. G. hour
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■Sce/Ticis»; cud Poetry. .In Esrtty on 
the Poetic ¡»¡(-¡{¡bullion. By 1). (J. James. 
(George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London. 
12s. ¡3d. i

The imagination, in classical meta
physics. wa-. regarded as a dcecptivi ¡ac
uity mere .apt to enchant the mind oi 
him who surrendered to it than to reveal 
realily. And i( was noi until Kant pro
nounced it to be a " fundamental faculty 
oi the human soul," providing the indi 
vidual wholes upon which tlie discursive 
intelligence mild work to analyse and 
classify that its basic importance in the 
act yf perception began to be recognised. 
It was Coleridge who transmitted Kaul's 
view of the imagination with certain 
minor modifications to England and it 
is with Coleridge that Mr. James na
turally begins in developing his view 
" I hat a theory of poetry is primarily a 
theory of the imagination; that lire 
imagination which is present in the mak
ing of poetry is present also in all our 
knowledge of tlie world ; and that its 
operation in poetry cannot therefore be 
uiiderstia.id if consideicd apart form (In
activity of the imagination in knowl
edge."

Erom Urn opening Matement of Im, 
mm it will be apparent that in hying to 
set out a view of poetic Mr. James has 
had to go deeply into philosophy. though 
he has written for th< literary mi her than 
tin- philosophical reader. This ]< partiy- 
ttlarly true of his fiisl two chapters in 
which be discusser what Coleridge meant 
by his famous statement m fiitig'iiibliKi 
Literarim concerning the primary and 
secondary Imagination, to what extent 
his view concspondcd witli Kant's, and 
the relations which Kant postulated be
tween ihe imagination and the mtilli- 
gence, and I heir aettud n-latioris m every 
day life, in science and in poop y. This 

leads him tn a critical commentary upon 
the1 ¿esthetic of Mr. 1. A. Richards*  who 
has sought to explain great poetry in 
terms of psychological and physiological 
conditions. Having thus demonstrated 
that a creative act of which imagination 
is the organ is fundamental to all poetry, 
as it is to life, he goes on to show how 
the poet uses language to convey his 
imagination of objects and how the life 
of imagination is related to morality. 
The aim of poetry, as he rightly insists, 
is newer to create emotion, but to com
mand it imaginatively. Ll The life of art 
is strenuous elfort after release from 
emotion m the very act. of experiencing 
it." This condition of detachment, of 
contemplative impassivity, within the life 
of feeling ami action he proceeds m Part 
Twn of his book to illustrate in the 
poetic life of Wordsworth and Keats and 
in I Im last four plays of Shakespeare. 
But. ins aim here is al-m to suggest, that 
the great p. e( is finally driven to attempt 
the impossible, to penetrate beyond the 
woild's limim and so to experience an 
ultimate failure. Keats and Shakespeare, 
he argues, failed in tile task of creating 
a mythology to express their final vision 
of a world redi.'emcd and transformed, 
while WouLwoith in accepting Christian 
dogma lest much of his poetic vitality. 
! ti liis la~t chapter in which he considers 
the relatcm of poetry to dogma and 
mysticism Mr. James rather loses touch 
witli reaiity m the pursuit of theory, but. 
as a whole lus essay is remarkably sug
gestive and illuminating. And it is in
teresting to see how often by a Western 
path he comes near to the conceptions of 
Eastern thought. .Apart, too, from some 
repetition and an unfortunate addiction 
to (he Wot d ,L enormous " he writes as 
¡irmly m he i.hmks.

Hmm I’A. Eaijssli

Mi. k A. liichtiid-' ■- nitumi- on wm abb. ;md vi ry i lit wist iuglv re'/iewer!
b\ Vi. V \ i iil-.a!*.  fdiij m oiii I --ill.- o( April 1'133 in tin- liijii al Iridiaii lure. Elm



ENDS AND SA't INGS
Give not that which is holy imln the 

rings, neither cast ye your pearls before 
swine, lest they trample them under 
their feet, and turn again and rend you.

Mulllu-n:. vit. (>.
[n our editorial we have referred 

to die attitude of modern scientists 
towards die spread of knowledge 
which might be used, and is being 
used, for unworthy purposes. Moral 
responsibility in broadcasting kno-.1.1 
edge is not taken into account. M>t 
only do governments put scientific 
knowledge to evil uses in war. but in 
a variety of ways other classes can 
and peri laps do so, niore oflen than 
is suspected, in times of peace. One 
good example of this occurs in the 
following extract taken from /.me 
Company by Mark Bcnney, a ''(i- 
markable volume rt viewed in our 
March issue by John Middleton 
Murry. The author himself wrote an 
article in the same issue on Dark
ness Into Dawn.” How robbers can 
press scientific knowledge into their 
service is well brought out in the 
following :

Science, iw must use science. There's 
carbon tetra-chloride, for instance. A 
cylinder of it in cur cai, cut into the 
exhauet. 'll stop any car that cha-w us. 
Makes so draw- a fog that no car could 
drive through it. And that's only ow 
Ihing. Ever tumr of Garballoy ? < )f
course not its not very well known even 
among Engineers. A n< w Aeel-alky. the 
hardest tool- steed known, ft 11 cut 
through safes like butter. And you don't 
need machine power to use it. ,Jiwt a 
clamp with a hand ratchet.. There me 
thousands of scientific discoveries crook- 
could use if they would only keen abn a-g 
of the time-;. Fdaeteriology. ili-ctro- 

dytiam:cs. colloidal usca:eii we'll keep 
ir.li' eyes on everything.

How wwe Vi re Ike arwie’U Gurus, 
a - arc Their m ;T-ni Heirs, whs; rciusc 
to ix've-ti; tlie .-erMs of Occult Science 
to tile i.r-iwii.iuy or the impiepared, 
including new disciples 1 'Hie great 
Buddha said that the Knowledge He 
actually imparied wa- to be compar
ed to a fen falleii leaves, while die 
Tree of Wisdom with numerous 
leaves was hidden from the vision of 
the Bikkhti.-. As the moral and in
visible aspect of the Law ol Karma, 
Compensation or Iieadjustmmi, is 
not recognized, the recoil of evil effects 
Lorn mistr.i'd Knowledge imparted to 
die unworthy 's also not recognized 
by men of wiener. EsoiencisG arc 
lang lied at and suspected because 
they ref'u-e to speak of the hidden 
aspect' of Wisdom to the common 
people, or to casual friend' or even 
to new learners. The lbtem-r mwl 
he capable not only of under-landmg 
¡he words spoken but also of sym
pathizing with the U'piratiow: of thia 
expounder of lire mysteries. T'here- 
iore the Chela in the School of (he 
real Gurus K taught

Close thy mouth. h.---t tb. -a --innib’-1 
'[icak of ihe myst.irv;. and :hy
hum le.-i d'.ini T- uklst ¡¡link .aloud ; 
mid ii thy Irtji has ■I'-capi'd ilii'c. 
bring it back io bs pHo-. lor suiT. i< Tc 
object of oiii alliwici'.
And again

This i< a -i.-L'iet whirli gives death : 
cluse tliy mouth Ir-'-t thou sin >u Idsl 
reveal it. to tin.- vulgar : coni'iie-> 1 hy 
brai't It -■ -wiw iTni: TotTl (■•■cap;: from 
it aw! fall (ii.it-Tc.


